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AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HUMAN GENETICS


AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


Dortzbach RK, KRONISH JW: Early revision in the office for adults after unsatisfactory blepharoptosis correction. 115: 68-75, January.


ROSENFELD SI, ALFONSO EC, GOLLAMUNDI S: Recurrent herpes simplex infection in a conjunctival flap. 116: 242-244, August.


AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PATHOLOGY


AMERICAN ORTHOPTIC JOURNAL


ARCHIVES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

ARAUJO ML, FEUER WJ, ANDERSON DR: Evaluation of baseline-related suprathreshold testing for quick determination of visual field nonprogression. 111: 365-369, March.


Cartwright MJ, Friedberg ML, Richards DW, ANDERSON DR,


MUÑOZ M, PARRISH RK II: Strabismus following implantation of Baerveldt drainage devices. 111: 1096-1099, August.

NORTON EWD: A randomized trial of vitamin A and vitamin E supplementation for retinitis pigmentosa. 111: 1460, November.


SMIDDY WE: Atypical presentations of macular holes. 111: 626-631, May.

SMIDDY WE, FLYNN HW Jr: Correspondence: Needle-assisted scleral fixation suture technique for relocating posteriorly dislocated IOLs. 111: 161-162, February.

BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


CURRENT OPINION IN INFECTIOUS DISEASES

BROD RD, FLYNN HW JR: Endophthalmitis: Current approaches to diagnosis and therapy. 6: 628-637, October.

CURRENT OPINION IN OPHTHALMOLOGY
PARRISH RK, II: The importance of fibrosis inhibition in high-risk glaucoma surgery. 4: 93-97, April.

DOCUMENTA OPHTHALMOLoGICA

MIZOTA A, DIX RD, HAMASAKI DI: Bilateral electroretinographic changes induced by unilateral intra-visual cortex inoculation of herpes simplex virus type 1 in BALB/c mice. 84(3): 213-230.

EXPERIMENTAL CELL RESEARCH


FEBS LETTERS


GRAEFE'S ARCHIVE FOR CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL OPHTHALMOLOGY


INTERNATIONAL OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINICS

CULBERTSON WW, ATHERTON SS: Acute retinal necrosis and similar retinitis syndromes. 33(1): 129-143, Winter.


INVESTIGATIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCE


HAMASAKI DI, SATO H, Santhanakrishnan S, Shinohara T: Correlation between the physiologic and morphologic changes in experimental autoimmune uveitis induced by peptide G of S-Antigen. 34: 1861-1871, April.


KRUSE FE, TSENG SCG: A tumor promoter-resistant subpopulation of progenitor cells is larger in limbal epithelium than in corneal epithelium. 34: 2501-2511, July.
KRUSE FE, TSENG SCG: Serum differentially modulates the clonal growth and differentiation of cultured limbal and corneal epithelium. 34: 2976-2989, September.

MCLAREN MJ, INANA G, Li CY: Double fluorescent vital assay of phagocytosis by cultured retinal pigment epithelial cells. 34: 317-326, February. (ALSO: Photo from this article appeared as the cover for the April issue).

Miki S, Ksander B, STREILEIN JW: Complete elimination ('cure') of progressively growing intraocular tumors by local injection of tumor-specific CD8+ T lymphocytes. 34: 3622-3634, December.


JOURNAL OF CATARACT AND REFRACTIVE SURGERY


JOURNAL OF CLINICAL NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY


SMITH JL: Editorial comment. 13: 147, June.


JOURNAL FRANÇAISE D'OPHTALMOLOGIE


JOURNAL OF GLAUCOMA


JOURNAL OF NEUROSCIENCE RESEARCH


JOURNAL OF PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY AND STRABISMUS

CHRISTIANSEN SP, MUÑOZ M, CAPÓ H: Retinal hemorrhage following lensectomy and anterior vitrectomy in children. 30: 24-27, January/February.

HOWARD CW, SMITH AG, WARMAN R: Macular hypoplasia in familial cataracts. 30: 176-177, May/June.

NEUROLOGY
BORRUAT FX, SIATKOWSKI RM, SCHATZ NJ, GLASER JS: Congruous quadrantanopia and optic radiation lesion. 43: 1430-1432, July.

LIU GT, KAY MD, Byrne GE, GLASER JS, et al.: Ophthalmoparesis due to Burkitt's lymphoma following cardiac transplantation. 43: 2147-2149, October.

OCULAR SURGERY NEWS


WELSH RC: Telephone diagnosis of aphakic retinal detachment is 91% accurate. 11(8): 76-77, April 15th.

WELSH RC: Design goals of mission eye surgery microscopes. 11(21): 81-82, November 1st.

OPHTHALMIC SURGERY


OPHTHALMOLOGE

KRUSE FE, TSENG SCG: Retinolsäure hemmt die Proliferation der Teilungszellen im peripheren Hornhautepithel. 90 (6): 662-668.


NORTON EWD: [Tribute to Prof. Dr. Gerd Meyer-Schwickerath.] 90 (7): 776.

OPHTHALMOLOGY

ANDERSON DR: Discussion of article by Tuulonen A, Lehtola J, Airaksinen PJ: Nerve fiber layer defects with normal visual fields ... 100: 597-598, May.


BUDENZ DL, FEUER WJ, ANDERSON DR: The effect of simulated cataract on the glaucomatous visual field. 100: 511-517, April.


GASS JDM, BLODI BA: Idiopathic juxtafoveolar retinal telangiectasis; update of classification and follow-up study. 100: 1536-1546, October.


REYNOLDS MG, FLYNN HW JR, BYRNE SF: Reply to letter: Suprachoroidal hemorrhage. 100: 1748, December

REYNOLDS MG, HAIMOVICI R, FLYNN HW JR, DIBERNARDO C, BYRNE SF, FEUER W: Suprachoroidal hemorrhage; clinical features and results of secondary surgical management. 100: 460-465, April.

RUBSAMEN PE, MCLEISH WM, PFLUGFELDER S, MILLER D: Capnocytophaga endophthalmitis. 100: 456-459, April.


TSE DT, McCafferty LR: Controlled tissue expansion in periocular reconstructive surgery. 100: 260-268, February.


REFRACTIVE AND CORNEAL SURGERY


SMIDDY WE, FLYNN HW JR: Management of retained lens nuclear fragments and dislocated posterior chamber intraocular lenses after cataract surgery. 8: 96-103, June.

MEDICAL BUSINESS; SOUTH FLORIDA EDITION

CULBERTSON WW: Letter-to-the-Editor ("Doctor incensed by attorney's outrageous strategies"). 8(17): 2, Tuesday, August 17.


RETINA

SMIDDY WE, Glaser BM, Thompson JT, Sjaarda RN, FLYNN HW JR, Hanham A, Murphy RP: Transforming growth factor-β2 significantly enhances the ability to flatten the rim of subretinal fluid surrounding macular holes; preliminary anatomic results of a multicenter prospective randomized study. 13(4): 296-301.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Volume 90, 1992 (published 1993)

CLARKSON JG: The ocular manifestations of sickle-cell disease: a prevalence and natural history study. pp. 481-504


BOOKS


PAREL J-M, REN Q, chairs/editors: Proceedings of Ophthalmic
CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


KATZEN LB: Anesthesia, analgesia, and amnesia. pp. 82-91.


PALMBERG P: Automated visual field testing --- does it tell us what we need to know? pp. 37-43.

----- The rationale and effectiveness of glaucoma therapy. pp. 89-96.

----- Gonioscopy in the laser age. pp. 119-120.

----- Scar wars. pp. 131-137.

----- Roundtable discussion #4. (Moderator) pp. 145-150.


GASS JDM: Age-related macular degeneration, natural course and risk factors. pp. 3-6.

------ (moderator) Round table: ARMD: Treatment with vitamins and minerals or is there a role for vitamins and mineral treatment? pp. 35-40.

------ Idiopathic senile macular hole. pp. 127-133.

------ Management of patients with choroidal and ciliary body melanomas. pp. 177-179.

------ Current concepts concerning cystoid macular edema.
**AIDS**


**AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**

**BUUS DR, TSE DT, Folberg R**: Microscopically controlled excision of conjunctival squamous cell carcinoma. 117: 97-102, January.


**GASS JDM**: Biomicroscopic and histopathologic considerations regarding the feasibility of surgical excision of subfoveal neovascular membranes. 118: 285-298, September.


**MARTINEZ J, SMIDDY WE, KIM J, GASS JDM**: Differentiating macular holes from macular pseudoholes. 117: 762-767, June.

**MUÑOZ M**: Inferior rectus muscle overaction after cataract extraction. 118: 664-666, November.

**MUÑOZ M, Page LK**: Acquired double elevator palsy in a child with a pineocytoma. 118: 810-811, December.

**PALMBERG R, SUAREZ GUTIERREZ Y, MILLER D, FEUER WJ, ANDERSON DR**: Potential bacterial contamination of eyedrops used for tonometry. 117: 578-582, May.

**RADER J, FEUER WJ, ANDERSON DR**: Peripapillary
vasoconstriction in the glaucomas and the anterior ischemic optic neuropathies. 117: 72-80, January.

RUBSAMEN PE, FLYNN HW JR, CIVANTOS JM, SMIDDY WE, MURRAY TG, NICHOLSON DH, BLUMENKRANZ MS: Treatment of massive subretinal hemorrhage from complications of scleral buckling procedures. 118: 299-303, September.


SIATKOWSKI RM, FLYNN JT, Hodges AV, Balkany TJ: Ophthalmologic abnormalities in the pediatric cochlear implant population. 118: 70-76, July.


TSAI JC, GRAJEWSKI AL: Cardiac valvular disease and Axenfeld-Rieger syndrome. 118: 255-256, August.


ARCHIVES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


ALFONSO E: Surgical intervention in infectious keratoscleritis. 112: 1017, August.


COHEN SM, GASS JDM: Macular hole following severe hypertensive retinopathy. 112: 878-879, July.

COUSINS SW, RUBSAMEN PE: Comparison of flow cytometry with the
surgeon regarding ability to predict the ultimate success of
surgery for proliferative vitreoretinopathy. 112: 1554-1560, December.

FLYNN HW JR: Macular hole surgery in patients with
proliferative diabetic retinopathy. 112: 877-878, July.

GASS JDM, Taney BS: Flecked retina associated with café au
lait spots, microcephaly, epilepsy, short stature, and ring 17
chromosome. 112: 738-739, June.

GLASER JS, TEIMORY M, SCHATZ NJ: Optic nerve sheath
fenestration for progressive ischemic optic neuropathy; results in
second series consisting of 21 eyes. 112: 1047-1050, August.

LIU GT, SCHATZ NJ, CURTIN VT, TSE DT: Bilateral extraocular
muscle metastases in Zollinger-Ellison syndrome. 112: 451-452, April.

PARRISH R II: Who owns what I say? Oral presentations,
scientific publications, and "the times." 112: 1157-1158, September.

RUBSAMEN PE, DAVIS PA, HERNANDEZ E, O'GRADY GE, COUSINS SW:
Prevention of experimental proliferative vitreoretinopathy with a
biodegradable intravitreal implant for the sustained release of
fluorouracil. 112: 407-413, March.

SMIDDY WE: Reply to letter: Atypical presentations of macular
holes. 112: 446, April.

THOMPSON WS, CURTIN VT: Congenital bilateral heterochromia of
the choroid and iris. 112: 1247-1248, September.

ARCHIVOS DE LA SOCIEDAD AMERICANA DE OFTALMOLOGIA Y OPTOMETRIA

Hanna K, CULBERTSON W: Mechanical arcutate keratome for

ARCHIVOS DE LA SOCIEDAD ESPAÑOLA DE OFTALMOLOGIA

SIMON G, REN Q, PAREL J-M: Fenómenos quirúrgico refractivos
de un sistema de proyección térmica láser Ho:Yag. 67: 253-260.

BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

and peroxidase activity in age-related macular degeneration. 78:
791-794, October.

JAGER MJ, CHODOSH J, HUANG AJW, ALFONSO EC, CULBERTSON WW,
FORSTER RK: Aspergillus niger as an unusual cause of scleritis and
endophthalmitis. 78: 584-586, July.


CHIBRET INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


CORNEA


CURRENT EYE RESEARCH


DIX RD, Cray C, COUSINS SW: Mice immunosuppressed by murine retrovirus infection (MAIDS) are susceptible to cytomegalovirus retinitis. 13: 587-595, August.

EXPERIMENTAL EYE RESEARCH


Li Z-Y, JACOBSON SG, Milam AH: Autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa caused by the threonine-17-methionine rhodopsin mutation: retinal histopathology and immunocytochemistry. 58: 397-408, April.

FLORIDA LIONS EYE BANK
ANNUAL REPORT 1994


FLORIDA OPHTHALMOLOGIST
KARP CL, CULBERSON WW, PFLUGFELDER SC, ALFONSO E, HUANG AJW, 
TSENG SCG, Hanna KD: Arcuate keratotomy: A new approach to 
astigmatism. 16(3): 10-11, Summer.

KAY MD: Clinical update: Ophthalmologic applications of 
Color Doppler imaging. 16(2): 10-11, Spring.

MURRAY TG: Retinoblastoma: Current understanding and 

SMITH JL: The pre-retirement syndrome. 16(2): 8-9, Spring.

FOCAL POINTS; CLINICAL MODULES FOR OPHTHALMOLOGISTS

CULBERSON WW: Cataract surgery in the patient with uveitis:
"Clinician's corner." 12(4): 7-10, June.

HUMAN MOLECULAR GENETICS

Knowles JA, Shugart Y, Banerjee P, Gilliam TC, Lewis CA, 
JACOBSON SG, Ott J: Identification of a locus, distinct from RDS-
peripherin, for autosomal recessive retinitis pigmentosa on 
chromosome 6p. 3(8): 1401-1403.

INTERNATIONAL OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINICS

TSENG SCG: Evaluation of the ocular surface in dry-eye 

INVESTIGATIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCE

Azumi A, COUSINS SW, Kanter MY, ATHERTON SS: Modulation of 
murine herpes simplex virus type 1 retinitis in the uninoculated 
eye by CD4 T lymphocytes. 35: 54-63, January.

CHODOSH J, DIX RD, HOWELL RC, Stroop WG, TSENG SCG: Staining 
characteristics and antiviral activity of sulforhodamine B and 
lissamine green B. 35: 1046-1058, March.

CIDECIYAN AV, JACOBSON SG: Image analysis of the tapetal-like 
reflex in carriers of x-linked retinitis pigmentosa. 35: 3812-3824, 
October.

HAEFLIGER IO, ZSCHAUER A, ANDERSON DR: Relaxation of retinal 
pericyte contractile tone through the nitric oxide-cyclic guanosine 
monophosphate pathway. 35: 991-997, March.

JACOBSON SG, KEMP CM, CIDECIYAN AV, et al: Phenotypes of stop 
codon and splice site rhodopsin mutations causing retinitis 
pigmentosa. 35: 2521-2534, April
Jiang LQ, Hamasaki D: Corneal electroretinographic function rescued by normal retinal pigment epithelial grafts in retinal degenerative Royal College of Surgeon rats. 35: 4300-4309, December.

Jones DT, Monroy D, Ji Z, Atherton SS, Pflugfelder SC: Sjögren's syndrome: Cytokine and Epstein-Barr viral gene expression within the conjunctival epithelium. 35: 3493-3504, August.

Kemp CM, Jacobson SG, Cideciyan AV, et al: RDS gene mutations causing retinitis pigmentosa or macular degeneration lead to the same abnormality in photoreceptor function. 35: 3154-3162, July.

Kruse FE, TseNG SCG: Retinoic acid regulates clonal growth and differentiation of cultured limbal and peripheral corneal epithelium. 35: 2405-2420, April.


Smith SB, Hamasaki DI: Electroretinographic study of the C57BL/6-mvit/mvit mouse model of retinal degeneration. 35: 3119-3123, June.

TseNG SCG, Feenstra RPG, Watson BD: Characterization of photodynamic actions of rose bengal on cultured cells. 35: 3295-3307, July.

JOURNAL OF NEUROPHYSIOLOGY


JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMIC NURSING AND TECHNOLOGY


JOURNAL OF REFRACTIVE AND CORNEAL SURGERY


KLINISCHE MONATSBLÄTTER FÜR AUGENHEILKUNDE


MIAMI HEALTH LETTER

ALFONSO E: Corneal transplants; a way to correct permanent vision loss. 8(2): 3-5, February.

ALFONSO EC: Contact lenses and corneal ulcers. 8(7), July.
NEUROLOGY


NOTICIERO OFTALMOLÓGICO PANAMERICANO


OCULAR SURGERY NEWS


GELBER EC: Letter: Ophthalmic IPAs. 12(20): 5, October 15th.

JAFFE GF: Advances in technology. 12(15): 11,13, August 1st.


WELSH RC: Avoid subtle pitfalls in doing Blumenthal's ECCE with mini-nucleus hydroexpression. 12(5): 37, 49, March 1st.


OPHTHALMIC PRACTICE

PARRISH RK II: A perspective on the use of intraoperative mitomycin and postoperative 5-fluorouracil in the surgical management of glaucoma. 12: 62-68, April.

SMIDDY WE, FLYNN HW JR: Management options for posteriorly dislocated intraocular lenses. 12: 72-77, April.

OPHTHALMIC SURGERY

PARRISH RK III: The future of ophthalmology residency training programs. 25: 500-503, August.


SHARKEY JA, MURRAY TG: Identification of the ora serrata and ciliary body by transillumination in eyes undergoing transclerical fixation of posterior chamber intraocular lenses. 25: 479-480, July.

SMIDDY WE, RUBSAMEN PE, GRAJEWSKI A: Vitrectomy for pars plana placement of a glaucoma seton. 25: 532-535, August.


OPHTHALMOLOGY


Dugel PU, SMIDDY WE, BYRNE SF, HUGHES JR, GASS JDM: Macular hole syndromes; echographic findings with clinical correlation. 101: 815-821, May.


JOHNSON MW, THOMLEY ML, HUANG SS, GASS JDM: Idiopathic recurrent branch retinal arterial occlusion; natural history and laboratory evaluation. 101: 480-489, March.


LIU GT, GLASER JS, SCHATZ NJ, SMITH JL: Visual morbidity in giant cell arteritis; clinical characteristics and prognosis for
vision. 101: 1779-1785, November.


SMIDDY WE: Discussion of Vitreomacular Traction Syndrome, by McDonald, et al. 101: 1403, August.

RETINA


TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY


GASS JDM: Biomicroscopic and histopathologic considerations regarding the feasibility of surgical excision of subfoveal
neovascular membranes. 92: 90-116.


BOOKS


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


DUANE'S CLINICAL OPHTHALMOLOGY, edited by W Tasman, EA Jaeger.

FLYNN HW JR, BROD RD, PFLUGFELDER SC, MILLER D: Endophthalmitis management. Volume 6, Chapter 64, 22 pages.


TSENG SCG: Conjunctival grafting for corneal diseases. Volume 6, Chapter 34, 11 pages.


ANDERSON DR: Foreword, pp. xiii-xiv.


ALFONSO EC: Surgical management of ocular infections, pp. 255-258.

ATHERTON SS: Acute retinal necrosis syndrome: What we know from the mouse, pp. 428-436.

ATHERTON SS, PFLUGFELDER SC, CROUSE CA: Epstein-Barr virus and the eye: Basic considerations with respect to ocular diseases, pp. 544-552.

GASS JDM: Successful thiabendazole therapy of patients with diffuse unilateral subacute neuroretinitis, pp. 473-480.

PFLUGFELDER SC, FLYNN HW JR, CULBERTSON WW: Diagnosis and management of acute postoperative endophthalmitis: The American standpoint, pp. 332-341.


KRONISH JW, Dortzbach RK: Orbital computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. Chapter 18; pp. 291-305.


ZHOU Q, KNIGHTON RW: Light-scattering from a tenuous cylindrical matrix and the reflectance of the retinal nerve fiber layer. pp. 86-94.


HAIMOVIĆ R, NICHOLSON DH: Lattice degeneration of the


**Clarkson JG**: Central retinal vein occlusion. Chapter 77; pp. 1379-1385.


**Wright MM, Parrish RK**: Antimetabolites in filtering surgery. Section VI, pp. 9.52-9.61.
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JOURNAL ARTICLES

ACTA OPHTHALMOLOGICA SCANDINAVICA


AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

BUDENZ DL, HODAPP E: Vitrectomy lens for examination of the optic disk in young children with glaucoma. 119: 523, April.

CHANG TS, AYLWARD GW, CLARKSON JG, GASS JDM: Asymmetric canthaxanthin retinopathy. 119: 801-802, June.


GASS JDM: Reappraisal of biomicroscopic classification of stages of development of a macular hole. 119: 752-759, June.


MUÑOZ M, PARRISH RK, MURRAY TG: Open-angle glaucoma after pars plicata lensectomy and vitrectomy for congenital cataracts.


Anales del Instituto Barraquer

Alfonso EC: Queratitis infecciosa después de cirugía refractiva. 25(3): 281-284.


Annals of Ophthalmology


Applied Optics


Archives of Ophthalmology

Alfonso EC, Flynn HW Jr: Controversies in endophthalmitis prevention; the risk for emerging resistance to vancomycin. 113: 1369-1370, November.


Clarkson JG: Letter. 113: 555, May.
COHEN SM, DAVIS JL, GASS JDM: Branch retinal arterial occlusions in multifocal retinitis with optic nerve edema. 113: 1271-1276, October.


Finkelstein D, CLARKSON JG: Retinal vessel bypass; a promising new clinical investigative procedure. 113: 421-422, April.


FORSTER RK: The Endophthalmitis Vitrectomy Study. 113: 1555-1557, December.


ARGUS

GELBER EC: Prepare for managed care, ophthalmologist advises. 18: 22, January.

BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

MUÑOZ M, CAPÓ H: High myopia following excessive occlusion therapy in the first year of life. 79: 279, March.

CORNEA


TSAI RJ-F, TSENG SCG: Effect of stromal inflammation on the


EXPERIMENTAL CELL RESEARCH


EXPERIMENTAL EYE RESEARCH

CHEN WYW, TSENG SCG: Differential intrastromal invasion by normal ocular surface epithelia is mediated by different fibroblasts. 61: 521-533, November.

EYE RESEARCH SEMINAR; A COMPILATION OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE SCIENCE WRITERS SEMINAR IN OPHTHALMOLOGY; SPONSORED BY RESEARCH TO PREVENT BLINDNESS.


FLORIDA LIONS EYE BANK ANNUAL REPORT

CURTIN VT: Message from the medical director. 1995; p. 3.


FLORIDA OPHTHALMOLOGIST


MURRAY TG: Posterior uveal melanoma management - Collaborative Ocular Melanoma Study (COMS). 17: 9-11, Summer.

SIATKOWSKI RM: Clinical update: Results of the Ischemic Optic Neuropathy Decompression Trial. 17: 8, Spring.

SIATKOWSKI RM: Physician-musicians: Past and present. 17: 11-12, Spring.

SMITH JL: The retirement syndrome -- a one-year follow-up. 17:
11-12, Spring.

**GENOMICS**


**IEEE ENGINEERING IN MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY**

KNIGHTON RW: Quantitative reflectometry of the ocular fundus. 14: 43-51, January/February.

**INTERNATIONAL OPHTHALMOLOGY**

COHEN SM, GASS JDM: Bilateral radial chorioretinal folds. 18(4): 243-245.

**INVESTIGATIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCE**


**JOURNAL OF CATARACT AND REFRACTIVE SURGERY**

SMIDDY WE, IBANEZ GV, ALFONSO E, FLYNN HW JR: Surgical management of dislocated intraocular lenses. 21: 64-69, January.

**JOURNAL OF GLAUCOMA**


**JOURNAL OF NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY**


JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMIC PHOTOGRAPHY

KSANDER BR, MURRAY TG: Immunotherapy of ocular tumors using lymphokine gene transfer. 17: 36-37, April.

OCULAR SURGERY NEWS

WELSH RC: A strip of scotch-brand tape cures filament glare during RK. 13: 31, February 1st.

OPHTHALMIC SURGERY

SMIDDY WE, GASS JDM: Masquerades of macular holes. 26: 16-24, January-February.

OPHTHALMIC SURGERY AND LASERS

COHEN SM, FLYNN HW JR, PALMBERG PF, GASS JDM, GRAJEWSKI AL, PARRISH RK II: Treatment of hypotony maculopathy after trabeculectomy. 26: 435-441, September-October.

OPHTHALMOLOGE


OPHTHALMOLOGY


JACOBSON SG, MORALES DS, SUN XK, FEUER WJ, CIDECIYAN AV, GASS JDM, Milam AH: Pattern of retinal dysfunction in acute zonal occult outer retinopathy. 102: 1187-1198, August.

KIM JE, FLYNN HW JR, SMIDDY WE, MURRAY TG, RUBSAMEN PE, DAVIS JL: Letter to the editor: Retained lens fragment after phacoemulsification; authors' reply. 102: 1735-1736, December.

PUANGSRICHARERN V, TSENG SCG: Cytologic evidence of corneal diseases with limbal stem cell deficiency. 102: 1476-1485, October.

RUBSAMEN PE, IRVINE WD, McCuen BW II, SMIDDY WE, BOWMAN CB: Primary intraocular lens implantation in the setting of penetrating ocular trauma. 102: 101-107, January.


SMIDDY WE, FEUER W, IRVINE WD, FLYNN HW JR, Blankenship GW:
Vitrectomy for complications of proliferative diabetic retinopathy; functional outcomes. 102: 1688-1695, November.

THOMPSON WS, RUBSAMEN PE, FLYNN HW JR, SCHIFFMAN J, COUSINS SW: Endophthalmitis after penetrating trauma; risk factors and visual acuity outcomes. 102: 1696-1701, November.

TSAI JC, FEUER WJ, PARRISH RK II, GRAJEWSKI AL: 5-Fluorouracil filtering surgery and neovascular glaucoma; long-term follow-up of the original pilot study. 102: 887-892, June.


OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA

PALMBERG P: Combined cataract and glaucoma surgery with mitomycin. 8(2): 365-381, June.

RETINA


SEMINARS IN OPHTHALMOLOGY


SURVEY OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY


BOOKS


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


Heffernan JT, TENZEL RR: Lid retraction, pp. 583-584.

Mandelbaum S, FORSTER RK: Bacterial endophthalmitis, pp. 605-608.


FLYNN JT: Visual function and structure in ROP, pp. 235-236


ROSE K: Perioperative role of the nurse, pp. 59-82.


ANDERSON DR: Glaucoma, its terminology and fundamental nature, pp. 1-14.

ANDERSON DR: Optic nerve blood flow, pp. 311-331.


PARRISH RK II: The use of antifibrotic agents in refractory glaucoma, pp. 180-199.


Textbook of Diagnostic Microbiology, edited by CR Mahon, G

JOURNAL ARTICLES

ADVANCES IN DENTAL RESEARCH

PFLUGFELDER SC: Differential diagnosis of dry eye conditions. 10: 9-12, April.

AJNR; AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NEURORADIOLOGY


AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


DAVIS JL: Intravenous antibiotics for endophthalmitis. 122: 724-726, November.


GREENFIELD DS, MILLER MP, SUNER IJ, PALMBERG PF: Needle elevation of the scleral flap for failing filtration blebs after trabeculectomy with mitomycin C. 122: 195-204, August.


HARBOUR JW, SMIDDY WE, FLYNN HW JR, RUBSAMEN PE: Vitrectomy for diabetic macula edema associated with a thickened and taut posterior hyaloid membrane. 121: 405-413, April.


MUÑOZ M: Congenital absence of the inferior recus muscle. 121: 327-328, March.

ROSA RH JR, Glaser BM, de la Cruz Z, Green WR: Clinicopathologic correlation of an untreated macular hole and a macular hole treated by vitrectomy, transforming growth factor-β², and gas tamponade. 122: 853-863, December.
AMERICAN SURGEON


ANALES DEL INSTITUTO BARRAQUER

ALFONSO EC: Queratitis microbiana. 25: 857-862.


JOOS K, BUECHE M, PALMBERG P, GRAJEWSKI A: One year follow-up results of combined mitomycin C trabeculectomy and extracapsular cataract extraction. 25(7): 785.

ANNALS OF THE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE, SINGAPORE


APPLIED OPTICS


ARCHIVES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


CHANG TS, BYRNE SF, GASS JDM, HUGHES JR, JOHNSON RN, MURRAY TG: Echographic findings in benign reactive lymphoid hyperplasia of the choroid. 114: 669-675, June.


FLYNN HW JR, Meredith TA: Correspondence: Endophthalmitis Vitrectomy Study. 114: 1027-1028, August.

GREENFIELD DS, BUDENZ DL, CURTIN VT: Late visual loss secondary to filtering bleb exuberence. 114: 772-773, June.


KARP CL, SCOTT IU, CHANG TS, PFLUGFELDER SC: Conjunctival intraepithelial neoplasia; a possible marker for human immunodeficiency virus infection? 114: 257-261, March.


BINOCULAR VISION & STRABISMUS QUARTERLY

MUÑOZ M, CAPÓ H, SIATKOWSKI RM: Results of surgery for vertical strabismus following cataract extraction performed under local anesthesia. 11(4): 275-280, Winter.


BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

SCOTT IU, KARP CL: Euphorbia sap keratopathy: four cases and a possible pathogenic mechanism. 80: 823-826, September.


CORNEA

Cristol SM, ALFONSO EC, Guildford JH, Roussel TJ, CULBERTSON
**WW**: Results of large penetrating keratoplasty in microbial keratitis. 15: 571-576, November.


Yoshino K, Monroy D, **PFLUGFELDER SC**: Cholinergic stimulation of lactoferrin and epidermal growth factor secretion by the human lacarimal gland. 15: 617-621, November.

**CURRENT EYE RESEARCH**

Gupta A, Monroy D, Ji Z, Yoshino K, **HUANG A, PFLUGFELDER SC**: Transforming growth factor beta-1 and beta-2 in human tear fluid. 15: 605-624, June

**MASHIMA Y**, Shiono T, Tamai M, **INANA G**: Heterogeneity and uniqueness of ornithine aminotransferase mutations found in Japanese gyrate atrophy patients. 15: 792-796, July.

**TSENG SCG, KRUSE FE, MERRITT J, LI D-Q**: Comparison between serum-free and fibroblast-cocultured single-cell clonal culture systems: evidence showing that epithelial anti-apoptotic activity is present in 3T3 fibroblast-conditioned media. 15: 973-984, September.

**CURRENT OPINION IN OPHTHALMOLOGY**

Brod RD, **FLYNN HW JR**: Asymptomatic rhegmatogenous retinal detachment. 7(3): 1-6, June.

**BUDENZ DL, PALMBERG PF**: Current cost-effective work-up of the glaucoma suspect. 7(2): 59-64, April.

**EXPERIMENTAL EYE RESEARCH**


**FEBS LETTERS**


**MCLAREN MJ**, An W, Brown ME, **INANA G**: Analysis of basic fibroblast growth factor in rats with inherited retinal

**FLORIDA LIONS EYE BANK; ANNUAL REPORT 1966**

**CURTIN VT**: Message from the medical director, p. 3.


**FLORIDA OPHTHALMOLOGIST**


**CAPÓ H**: Clinical update: Strabismus after cataract surgery. 18(2): 12-13, Summer.

**GEDDE SJ**: Advances in medical therapy for glaucoma. 18(3): 10-12, Fall.

**LAM BL**: Electroretinogram update. 18(1): 8-9, Winter.

**LAM BL**: Out of Africa. 18(3): 9, Fall.

**FOCAL POINTS; CLINICAL MODULES FOR OPHTHALMOLOGISTS**

**SIATKOWSKI RM**: Third, fourth, and sixth nerve palsies. 14(8), September, 14 p.

**SMIDDY WE, FLYNN HW JR**: Managing retained lens fragments and dislocated posterior chamber IOLs after cataract surgery. 14(7), September, 14 p.

**GRAEFES ARCHIVE OF CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL OPHTHALMOLOGY**

**LEWIS ML, COHEN SM, SMIDDY WE, GASS JDM**: Bilaterality of idiopathic macular holes. 234: 241-245, April.

**INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF NEURORADIOLOGY**


**INTERNATIONAL OPHTHALMOLOGY**

**WELSH RC**: Surgical microscopes. 19(3): 199.
INVESTIGATIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCE

Dobson V, Quinn GE, Abramov I, Hardy RJ, Tung B, SIATKOWSKI RM, Phelps DL: Color vision measured with pseudoisochromatic plates at five-and-a-half years in eyes of children from the CRYO-ROP study. 37: 2467-2474, November.


JACOBSON SG, CIDECIYAN AV, KEMP CM, Sheffield VC, Stone EM: Photoreceptor function in heterozygotes with insertion or deletion mutations in the RDS gene. 37: 1662-1674, July.


JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY


JOURNAL FRANÇAIS D’OPHTALMOLOGIE


JOURNAL OF GLAUCOMA

Harris A, ANDERSON DR, PILLUNAT L, JOOS K, KNIGHTON RW, Kagemann L, Martin BJ: Laser Doppler flowmetry measurement of

PARRISH RK II: Management of sickle cell disease and hyphema: Comments. 5(4): 273-274.

PARRISH RK: Uveal effusion syndrome: Comments. 5(1): 64.

JOURNAL OF NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY


GLASER JS: For J. Lawton Smith. 16: 233, December.


KLINISCHE MONATSBLÄTTER FÜR AUGENHEILKUNDE


LIFELONG EDUCATION FOR THE OPHTHALMOLOGIST


PFLUGFELDER SC: Cornea, external disease, and anterior segment trauma. LEO Clinical Topic Update. 17 p.

TSE DT, JOHNSON TE: Orbit and ophthalmic plastic surgery. LEO Clinical Topic Update. 21 p.

NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY

BORRUAT F-X, SCHATZ NJ, GLASER JS, Matos L, FEUER W: Radiation optic neuropathy: report of cases, role of hyperbaric oxygen therapy, and literature review. 16: 255-266, August.

OCULAR IMMUNOLOGY AND INFLAMMATION


OPHTHALMIC EPIDEMIOLOGY


OPHTHALMIC GENETICS

Ara-Iwata F, Jacobson SG, Gass JDM, Inana G: Analysis of phosducin as a candidate gene for retinopathies. 17: 3-14, March.

Wudunn D, Parrish RK II, Inana G: Genetic heterogeneity in Hispanic families with autosomal dominant juvenile glaucoma. 17: 87-94, September.

OPHTHALMIC SURGERY AND LASERS


Greenfield DS, Parrish RK II: Bleb rupture following filter surgery with mitomycin-C: clinicopathologic correlations. 27: 876-877, October.

Miller GR, Glassman JA: An ophthalmic drape with a built-in breathing outlet. 27: 725-727, August.

Scott IU, Greenfield DS, Parrish RK II: Airbag-associated injury producing cyclodialysis cleft and ocular hypotony. 27: 955-957, November.

Smiddy WE, Flynn HW Jr, Kim JE: Retinal detachment in patients with retained lens fragments or dislocated posterior chamber intraocular lenses. 27: 856-861, October.


OPHTHALMOLOGICA


Anderson DR, Davis EB: Glaucoma, capillaries and pericytes. 2. Identification and characterization of retinal pericytes in culture. 210: 263-268, September-October.

FERRARI-DILEO G, DAVIS EB, ANDERSON DR: Glaucoma, capillaries and pericytes. 3. Peptide hormone binding and influence on pericytes. 210: 269-275, September-October.


OPHTHALMOLOGY


DiBernardo C, Pacheco EM, HUGHES JR, Iliff WJ, Byrne SF: Echographic evaluation and findings in metastatic melanoma to extraocular muscles. 103: 1794-1797, November.


LAM BL, Thompson HS, Walls RC: Effect of light on the
prevalence of simple anisocoria. 103: 790-793, May.


POLK TD, SMIDDY WE, FLYNN HW JR: Bilateral visual function after macular hole surgery. 103: 422-426, March.


SCOTT IU, FLYNN HW JR, FEUER W, PFLUGFELDER SC, ALfonSO EC, FORSTER RK, MILLER D: Endophthalmitis associated with microbial keratitis. 103: 1864-1870, November.


**OPHTHALMOLOGY TIMES**

PARRISH RK II: Patients are 1st priority for Bascom Palmer staff. 21(25): 1, 48-49, October 1st.

SIATKOWSKI RM: Diplopia may be a sequel of cataract surgery; unusual complication stems from different causes. 21(25): 24, 46, October 1st.

**RETINA**

COHEN SM, Kokame GT, GASS JDM: Paraproteinemias associated with serous detachments of the retinal pigment epithelium and neurosensory retina. 16(6): 467-473.

HARBOUR JW, MURRAY TG, Byrne SF, Hughes Jr, GENDRON EK, EHLIES FJ, MARKOE AM: Intraoperative echographic localization of iodine 125 episcleral radioactive plaques for posterior uveal melanoma. 16(2): 129-134.

ROSA RH Jr, Goldberg MF, Green WR: Clinicopathologic correlation of argon laser photocoagulation of retinal angiomas in a patient with von Hippel-Lindau disease followed for more than 20 years. 16(2): 145-156.


SEMINARS IN OPHTHALMOLOGY

TANENBAUM M: Cosmetic lower lid blepharoplasty. 11: 164-171, June.

SJOGREN’S DIGEST

PFLUGFELDER SC: Current concepts regarding the ocular surface disease in Sjogren’s syndrome. 7(2): 7,9, Spring.

SURVEY OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY


VISION RESEARCH

Hood DC, CIDECIYAN AV, Halevy DA, JACOBSON SG: Sites of disease action in a retinal dystrophy with supernormal and delayed rod electroretinogram β-waves. 36: 889-901.

CIDECIYAN AV, JACOBSON SG: An alternative phototransduction model for human rod and cone erg a-waves: Normal parameters and variation with age. 36: 2609-2621, August.

BOOKS


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


JAFFE NS: Cataract surgery and intraocular lens implantation, pp. 1-138.


GRAJEWSKI AL, PARRISH RK II: Acute angle-closure glaucoma, pp. 52-61.


ANDERSON DR: The chronicity of glaucoma, pp. vii-xi.

ANDERSON DR: Introduction of sessions, pp. 89-91, 139.


Haefliger IO, ANDERSON DR: Blood flow regulation in the optic nerve head, pp. 189-197.

PALMBERG P: Gonioscopy, pp. 455-469.

PARRISH RK II, Folberg R: Wound healing in glaucoma surgery, pp. 1633-1651.


CULBERTSON WW: Viral retinitis, pp. 499-510.

HAEFLIGER IO, ANDERSON DR: Pericytes and capillary blood flow modulation, pp. 74-78.

PILLUNAT LE, ANDERSON DR, KNIGHTON RW, JOOS KM, FEUER WJ: Effect of increased intraocular pressure on optic nerve head blood flow, pp. 138-144.


COUSINS SW, Kraus-Mackiw E: Lens-associated uveitis, pp. 507-528.

COUSINS SW, Rouse BT: Chemical mediators of ocular inflammation, pp. 50-70.

COUSINS SW, Rouse BT: Inflammatory responses to ocular infection, pp. 232-244.


DAVIS JL, GASS JDM: Diffuse unilateral subacute neuroretinitis, pp. 1243-1247.

HUANG AJW, PFLUGFELDER SC: Nocardial and actinomycotic keratitis, pp. 1043-1047.

Ksander BR, MURRAY TG: Immunology of ocular tumors, pp. 157-182.

Mandelbaum S, FORSTER RK: Exogenous endophthalmitis, pp. 1298-1320.


GASS JDM: Foreword, p. iii.

Principles and Practice of Ophthalmic Plastic and Reconstructive

**KRONISH JW**: Eyelid and orbital considerations in AIDS, pp. 525-534.

**KRONISH JW**: Metastatic tumors, pp. 1007-1014.

**TANENBAUM M**: Orbital decompression for Graves' orbitopathy, pp. 967-982.


**FLYNN JT**: Foreword, pp. v-vi.


Chang J, **SÖDERBERG PG, DENHAM DB, NOSE I, LEE WE, PAREL J-M**: Temperature-induced corneal shrinkage, pp. 70-76.


Rhead JD, Kar A, Boreman GD, **MANNS F, SASOH M, PAREL J-M**: Infrared measurement of thermal constants in laser-irradiated scleral tissue, pp. 77-88.


GASS JDM: Foreword, p. vii.
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JOURNAL ARTICLES

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HUMAN GENETICS


AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


LEE S-H, TSENG SCG: Rose bengal staining and cytologic characteristics associated with lipid tear deficiency. 124: 736-750, December.


Schneiderman TE, Johnson MW, SMIDDY WE, FLYNN HW JR, Bennett SR, Cantrill HL: Surgical management of posteriorly dislocated silicone plate haptic intraocular lenses. 123: 629-635, May.


TSENG SCG, Tsubota K: Important concepts for treating ocular surface tear disorders. 124: 825-835, December.

ANNALS OF NEUROLOGY


APPLIED OPTICS
ZHOU Q, KNIGHTON RW: Light scattering and form birefringence of parallel cylindrical arrays that represent cellular organelles of the retinal nerve fiber layer. 36: 2273-2285, April.

ARCHIVES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


CLARKSON JG for the Central Vein Occlusion Group: Natural history and clinical management of central retinal vein occlusion. 115: 486-491, April.


MATSUGI T, CHEN Q, ANDERSON DR: Contractile responses of cultured bovine retinal pericytes to angiotensin II. 115: 1281-1285, October.


glaucoma. 115: 1447-1455, November.


**RPB** TRIBLE JR, ANDERSON DR: Factors associated with intraocular pressure-induced acute visual field depression. 115: 1523-1527, December.

**RPB** TSE DT, GOODWIN J, JOHNSON T, GILBERG S, MELDRUM M: Use of galeal or pericranial flaps for reconstruction of orbital and eyelid defects. 115: 932-937, July.

**AVANCES EN OFTALMOLOGÍA**

ALFONSO E: Facofractura en extracapsular con incision pequena; tecnica quirurgica. 1: 28-29, Agosto-Septiembre.

**BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**


**BIOCHEMISTRY AND CELL BIOLOGY**


**CLINICAL EYE AND VISION CARE**

DUNBAR MT, McSOLEY JJ, CAPUTO MK, Kell HM, Davis JR: The presence of HIV infection in a hospital-based primary care setting. 9: 3-12, March.

**FICCO CW**: Malignant choroidal melanoma. 9: 23-33, March.

**CLINICAL NEUROSCIENCE**
ANDERSON DR, Cynader MS: Glaucomatous optic nerve cupping as an optic neuropathy. 4(5): 274-278.

CORNEA


CURRENT OPINION IN OPHTHALMOLOGY

REYNOLDS DS, FLYNN HW JR: Endophthalmitis after penetrating ocular trauma. 8: 32-38, June.

CURRENT OPINION IN RHEUMATOLOGY


EUROPEAN NEUROLOGY


EXPERIMENTAL EYE RESEARCH

induced-uveitis in rats. 65: 533-545, October

PILLUNAT LE, ANDERSON DR, KNIGHTON RW, JOOS KM, FEUER WJ: 
Autoregulation of human optic nerve head circulation in response to increased intraocular pressure. 64: 737-744, May.

FEBS LETTERS


FLORIDA LIONS EYE BANK ANNUAL REPORT


ROSA R: Medical director’s message. 1997: 3.

FLORIDA OPHTHALMOLOGIST


SCOTT IU: Outcomes research: A revolution in the evaluation of health care. 19: 8-10, Summer.

FOCAL POINTS; CLINICAL MODULES FOR OPHTHALMOLOGISTS

Finkelstein D, CLARKSON JG, Hillis A: Branch and central vein occlusions. 15(9), September.

GRAEFE’S ARCHIVES FOR CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL OPHTHALMOLOGY

RPBJ HAEFLIGER IO, CHEN Q, ANDERSON DR: Effect of oxygen on relaxation of retinal pericytes by sodium nitroprusside. 235: 388-392, June.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF NEURORADIOLOGY

**INVESTIGATIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCE**

**CHEN Q, ANDERSON DR**: Effect of CO2 on intracellular pH and contraction of retinal capillary pericytes. 38: 643-651, March.

Cobo-Lewis AB, SIATKOWSKI RM, LAVIÑA AM, Marquez LC: Poor stereopsis can support size constancy in albinism. 38: 2800-2809, December.

**DIX RD**, Giedlin M, **COUSINS SW**: Systemic cytokine immunotherapy for experimental cytomegalovirus retinitis in mice with retrovirus-induced immunodeficiency. 38: 1411-1417, June.

**HAEFLIGER IO, ANDERSON DR**: Oxygen modulation of guanylate cyclase-mediated retinal pericyte relaxations with 3-morpholinosydnonimine and atrial natriuretic peptide. 38: 1563-1568, July.

**MATSUGI T, CHEN Q, ANDERSON DR**: Suppression of CO2-induced relaxation of bovine retinal pericytes by angiotensin II. 38: 652-657, March.


**JOURNAL OF GLAUCOMA**

**GREENFIELD DS**: Comments of paper by KitizawaY: Unilateral normal-tension glaucoma. 6: 50-51, February.


**JOOS KM, PILLUNAT LE, KNIGHTON RW, ANDERSON DR, FEUER WJ**: Reproducibility of laser Doppler flowmetry in the human optic
nerve head. 6: 212-216, August.

**JOURNAL OF NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY**


Ten Hoeve MW, Glaser JS, Schatz NJ: Occult perineural tumor infiltration of the trigeminal nerve; diagnostic considerations. 17: 170-177, September.

**JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMIC NURSING & TECHNOLOGY**


**JOURNAL OF PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY & STRABISMUS**


**OPHTHALMIC GENETICS**


**OPHTHALMIC SURGERY AND LASERS**


**OPHTHALMOLOGY**


CHEN PP, PALMBERG PF: Needling revision of glaucoma drainage device filtering blebs. 104: 1004-1010, June.


GRIMMETT MR, Holland EJ: Complications of small clear-zone radial keratotomy (reply to letter). 104: 1210-1212, August.


**ROTH DB, SMIDDY WE, FEUER W**: Vitreous surgery for chronic macular holes. 104: 2047-2052, December.

**RPB] SCOTT IU, FLYNN HW JR, SCHIFFMAN J, SMIDDY WE, EHLIES F, MURRAY TG**: Visual acuity outcomes among patients with appositional suprachoroidal hemorrhage. 104: 2039-2046, December

**SCOTT IU, SMIDDY WE, Merikansky A, FEUER W**: Vitreoretinal surgery outcomes; impact on bilateral visual function. 104: 1041-1048, June.


**SUNER IJ, GREENFIELD DS, MILLER MP, NICOLELA MT, PALMBERG PF**: Hypotony maculopathy after filtering surgery with mitomycin C; incidence and treatment. 104: 207-214, February.


Waheed S, Ritterband DC, **GREENFIELD DS, et al**: Bleb-related infection in children after trabeculectomy with mitomycin C. 104: 2117-2120, December.

**OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA**
SMIDDY WE: Adjunctive therapy with macular hole surgery. 10(3): 413-420, September.

RETINA

AABERG TM, RUBSAMEN PE, JOONDEPH BC, FLYNN HW JR: Chronic postoperative gram-negative endophthalmitis. 17(3): 260-262.


SEMINARS IN OPHTHALMOLOGY


SURVEY OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY


BOOKS


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


_KARP CL, FORSTER RK_: The corneal ulcer. Pp. 403-408.


CD/ROM TEXTBOOKS


COUSINS SW: Pseudophakic retinal detachment.

DAVIS JL: CMV retinitis.

FLYNN HW JR: Endophthalmitis.

FLYNN HW JR: Vitrectomy for diabetic retinopathy.

ROSENFELD P: Current diagnosis and therapy for AMD.

RUBSAMEN PE: Retinopathy of prematurity.

RUBSAMEN PE: Subretinal surgery.

SMIDDY WE: Case presentations.

SMIDDY WE: Macular hole surgery.

SMIDDY WE: Pseudophakic cystoid macular edema.


LAM BL: Cortical blindness.


ALFONSO EC: Control of transmission of HIV.
DAVIS JL: Introduction, epidemiology, HIV background.


DAVIS JL: Differential diagnosis of fundus lesions.

DAVIS JL: Surgical management of complications of CMV retinitis; questions and answers.

DAVIS JL: Insertion of intravitreal ganciclovir implant.

HUANG AJW: Microsporidial keratoconjunctivitis in HIV.

JOHNSON TE: Orbital complications of HIV disease.

KARP CL: Conjunctival intraepithelial neoplasia and HIV.

LAM BL: Neuro-ophthalmology of AIDS.

PFLUGFELDER SC: External diseases, conjunctivitis, keratitis, dry eye.
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JOURNAL ARTICLES

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

[ANDERSON DR, for the Collaborative Normal-Tension Glaucoma Study Group]: Comparison of glaucomatous progression between untreated patients with normal-tension glaucoma and patients with therapeutically reduced intraocular pressure. 126: 487-497, October.

[ANDERSON DR, for the Collaborative Normal-Tension Glaucoma Study Group]: The effectiveness of intraocular pressure reduction in the treatment of normal-tension glaucoma. 126: 498-505, October.


CHEN PP, BUDENZ DL: The effects of cataract extraction on the visual field of eyes with chronic open-angle glaucoma. 125: 325-333, March.

CLARKSON JG: The role of departments of ophthalmology in the changing health care environment: Resist or lead the change? 126: 713-716, November.


AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OTOLGY

**ANALES DEL INSTITUTO BARRAQUER**

ALFONSO EC: Prophylaxis of endophthalmitis in cataract surgery. Intraoperative prophylaxis. 27(4) 493-499

PAREL J-M: Summary and conclusions of the erd meeting of the Accommodation Club. 27(3): 327-331

PARRISH RK: Surgical modification of leaking filtering blebs. 27(2): 203-206.

PARRISH RK: Quality of life assessments in glaucoma. 27: 489-491.

**ARCHIVES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**


SCOTT IU, FLYNN HW JR, SMIDDY WE: Bull’s-eye maculopathy associated with chronic macular hole. 116: 1116-1117, August.


BINOCULAR VISION AND STRABISMUS QUARTERLY

ASEFF AJ, MUNOZ M: Outcome of surgery for superior oblique palsy with contracture of ipsilateral superior rectus treated by superior rectus recession. 13: 177-180, Spring-Fall.

SIMONS BD, SAUNDERS TG, SIATKOWSKI RM, FEUER WJ, LAVINA AM, CAPO H, MUNOZ M, FLYNN JT: Outcome of surgical management of

**BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**


**BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE BELGE D’OPHTALMOLOGIE**


**CLAIO JOURNAL**

FORSTER RK: The management of infectious keratitis as we approach the 21st century. 24: 175-180, July.

**CORNEA**

Demirbas NH, PFLUGFELDER SC: Topographic pattern and apex location of keratoconus on elevation topography maps. 17: 476-484, September.


**CURRENT OPINION IN OPHTHALMOLOGY**

SMIDDY WE: Treatment outcomes of endogenous fungal endophthalmitis. 9(3): 66-70.

**CURRENT EYE RESEARCH**


**CURRENT OPINION IN OPHTHALMOLOGY**

PFLUGFELDER SC: Advances in the diagnosis and management of keratoconjunctivitis sicca. 9: 50-53, August.

TANENBAUM M: Aesthetic oculoplastic surgery. 9: 54-61, October.

**DOCUMENTA OPHTHALMOLOGICA**

HAMASAKI DI, Korabathina K, Patel SR, Liu M, LAM BL: The c-wave of the electroretinogram recorded under clinical conditions from rabbits. 94: 365-381.

**EYE**


**EYE NET**


PALMBERG P: Managing small pupils -- phacotechniques for tight situations. 2(9): 15, September.

YEN MT: Morning Rounds: The case of the woman with a
“whooshing” sound. 2(7): 27-28, July.

**FLORIDA LIONS EYE BAND ANNUAL REPORT**


ROSA R: Facing challenges in the spirit of charity (Medical Director’s Message). 1998: 3.

**FLORIDA OPHTHALMOLOGIST**

SCOTT IU, SIATKOWSKI RM: Idiopathic orbital myositis. 20: 8-9, Winter.

**FOCAL POINTS CLINICAL MODULES FOR OPHTHALMOLOGISTS**


**GENE**


**GLEAMS**

ANDERSON DR (Contributor): What is normal tension glaucoma? 16(2): 1, Fall.

Drance SN, ANDERSON DR (Contributors): Normal Tension Glaucoma Study; a decade of research yields results. 16(2): 2-3, Fall.

**HONG KONG JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**

INFECTION AND IMMUNITY


INTERNATIONAL OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINICS


INVESTIGATIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCE


KNIGHTON RW, HUANG X, ZHOU Q: Microtubule contribution to the reflectance of the retinal nerve fiber layer. 39: 189-193, January.

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS


JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION


Stokkermans TJW, DUNBAR MT: Solar retinopathy in a hospital-
based primary care clinic. 69: 625-636, October.

**JOURNAL OF CHILD NEUROLOGY**

Maria BL, Hoang KBN, **TUSA RJ**, et al: Joubert syndrome revisited: Key ocular motor signs with MRI correlation. 12: 423-430.

**JOURNAL OF GLAUCOMA**

**GREENFIELD DS**: Bleb-related ocular infection. 7: 132-136, April.


Singh K, Byrd S, Egbert PR, **BUDENZ D**: Risk of hypotony after primary trabeculectomy with antifibrotic agents in a Black West African population. 7: 82-85, April.

**RPB] TRIBLE JR, ANDERSON DR**: Factors associated with retrobulbar hemodynamic measurements at variable intraocular pressure. 7: 33-38, February.

**JOURNAL OF NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY**

**RPB] ten HOVE MW, SIATKOWSKI RM, SMITH JL**: Foveal cone dysfunction syndrome. 18: 9-14, March.

**JOURNAL OF REFRACTIVE SURGERY**


**LASERS IN SURGERY AND MEDICINE**

MIAMI HEALTH LETTER

TUSA RJ: Treating the most common cause of vertigo. 12(3), 2 pages.

NATURE GENETICS


OFTALMOLOGIA EM FOCO


OPHTHALMIC PRACTICE

SMIDDY WE: Indications, surgical techniques, and results of macular hole surgery. 16: 210-219, October.

OPHTHALMIC RESEARCH

RPB] DIX RD: Systemic murine cytomegalovirus infection of mice with retrovirus-induced immunodeficiency results in ocular infection but not retinitis. 30: 295-301, September-October.

OPHTHALMIC SURGERY AND LASERS


Laroche D, McGowan B, GREENFIELD D, Liebmann JM, Ritch R: Late hypotony after cataract extraction due to a scleral fistula: a technique for surgical correction. 29: 140-143, February.


OPHTHALMOLOGE


OPHTHALMOLOGY


Lee DJ, Gomez-Marin O, LAM BL: Prevalence of uncorrected binocular distance visual acuity in Hispanic and non-Hispanic adults; results from the HHANES and the NHANES I. 105: 552-560, March.

PALMBERG P: Optic nerve hypoplasia: Reply to Letter. 105: 5-6, January.


**OPHTHALMOLOGY TIMES**

GREENFIELD DS: The glaucoma angle. 23(10): 4-5, May 15th.

**PEDIATRIC NEUROLOGY**

Curless RG, SIATKOWSKI M, GLASER JS, SHATZ NJ: MRI diagnosis of NF-1 in children without cafe-au-lait skin lesions. 18: 269-
271, March.


**RETINA**


ROSENFELD PJ, FLYNN HW Jr: Discussion of case presented in Diagnostic and therapeutic challenges section. 18(5): 468-469.


**SURVEY OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**

MELLER D, TSENG SCG: Conjunctivochalasis: Literature review and possible pathophysiology. 43: 225-232, November-December.

MURRAY T: Cancer incidence after retinoblastoma: radiation dose and sarcoma risk. 43: 288-289, November-December.

**TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY**


**CHAPTERS IN BOOKS**

Anterior and Posterior Segment Surgery; Mutual Problems and Common Interests; Acta of the Fifth International Congress on
FLYNN HW JR: Endophthalmitis after cataract surgery: Diagnosis and Management, pp. 166-171.

FLYNN HW JR, REYNOLDS DS: Endophthalmitis after penetrating trauma, pp. 258-263.


ANDERSON DR: The normal-tension glaucoma study, pp. 335-348.


RBP] TSENG SCG: Regulating of limbal epithelial stem cells, pp. 59-77.


TUSA RJ: The dizzy patient; disturbances of the vestibular system. Volume 2, Chapter 18.


SIATKOWSKI RM, FLYNN JT: Retinopathy of prematurity, pp. 60-81.


JAFFE NS: Preface -- History of cataract surgery, pp. 3-16.


PFLUGFELDER SC: Tear fluid influence on the ocular surface. pp. 611-617.


PALMBERG P: Mechanisms of glaucoma. Section 12, Chapter 3.

RUBSAMEN PE: Posterior segment trauma. Section 8, Chapter 13.

SMIDDY WE: Vitreomacular traction syndrome. Section 8, Chapter 33.

TANNENBAUM M: Enucleation, evisceration, and exenteration. Section 7, Chapter 16.


MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS


AUDIOVISUALS

AUDIO-DIGEST: OPHTHALMOLOGY

FORSTER RK: Management of endophthalmitis. 36(10), May 15th.

KARP CL: Intraoperative complications of cataract surgery. 36(10), May 15th

ROSENFELD PJ: Nuclear fallout: What to do before calling the vitreoretinal surgeon. 36(10), May 15th.
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JOURNAL ARTICLES

ACTA OTORRINOLARINGOLOGICA ESPAÑOLA


ACTUALIDAD OFTÁLMICA

ALFONSO EC: Editorial: 2(2): September


AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


ANDERSON DR, Drance SM, Schulzer M: [Two letters to the editor regarding the Collaborative Normal Tension Glaucoma Study Group papers.] 127: 624-626, May.


GONZALES CA, SCOTT IU, CHAUDRY NA, OSTER AS, HESS DJ, MURRAY TG: Bilateral rhegmatogenous retinal detachments with unilateral vitreous base avulsion as the presenting signs in child abuse. 127: 475-477, April.


ANALES DEL INSTITUTO BARRAQUER


ALFONSO EC: Clinical experience with the Dohlman-Doane keratoprosthesis. 28(Suppl): 49-50.


PALMA LA, MILLER D, ALFONSO E: The microbial flora in patients with keratoprosthesis. 28(Suppl): 67-68.


ARCHIVES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


RBP] BUDENZ DL, CHEN PP, WEAVER YK: Conjunctival advancement for late-onset filtering bleb leaks; indications and outcomes. 117: 1014-1019, August


KARP CL, FAZIO JR, CULBERTSON WW, Green WR: True exfoliation of the lens capsule. 117: 1078-1080, August.


ARCHIVOS DE LA SOCIEDAD ESPANOLA DE LA OFTALMOLOGIA

TSENG SCG: Vision integrada y nuevas perspectivas de la enfermedades lagrimales y de superficial ocular. 74: 9-28, January.


ARQUIVOS BRASILEIROS DE OFTALMOLOGIA


BINOCULAR VISION AND STRABISMUS QUARTERLY


BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


CLINICAL EYE AND VISION CARE


CORNEA


RPB] Liu Z, PFLUGFELDER SC: Corneal thickness is reduced in dry eye. 18:403-407, July.

CURRENT EYE RESEARCH


DOCUMENTA OPHTHALMOLOGICA

ENG REPORT

TUJA RJ: Migraine-induced dizziness: Diagnosis and management. June: 1-4

EVIDENCE-BASED EYE CARE


PARRISH RK II: Comment on: Patient perceptions compared to objective findings in glaucoma. 1(1): 32-33, October.

FLORIDA LIONS EYE BANK ANNUAL REPORT

PAREL J-M: Phaco-ersatz: Preserving accommodation moves forward with tissue donated by the Florida Lions Eye Bank, pp. 8-9

ROSA RH JR: Message from the medical director, p. 2

GENOMICS

Higashide T, INANA G: Characterization of the gene for HRG4 (UNC119), a novel photoreceptor synaptic protein homologous to Unc-119. 57: 446-450

INTERNAL MEDICINE


INTERNATIONAL OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINICS

GREENFIELD DS: Optic nerve and retinal nerve fiber layer imaging in glaucomatous optic neuropathy. 39(3): 121-145, Summer.

INVESTIGATIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCE


Dobson V, Quinn GE, SIATKOWSKI RM, et al. (For the Cryotherapy of Retinopathy of Prematurity Cooperative Study): Agreement between grating acuity at age 1 year and Snellen acuity at age 5.5 years in the preterm child. 40: 496-503, February.


JOURNAL OF CATARACT AND REFRACTIVE SURGERY

JAFFE NS: Thirty years of intraocular lens implantation: The way it was and the way it is. 25: 455-459, April.


**JOURNAL OF CELL PHYSIOLOGY**

TSENG SCG, Li D-Q, Ma X: Suppression of TGF-β isoforms, TGF-β receptor type II and myofibroblast differentiation in cultured human corneal and limbal fibroblasts by amniotic membrane matrix. 179: 325-335.

**JOURNAL OF CHILD NEUROLOGY**


**JOURNAL OF GLAUCOMA**


BUDENZ DL: Comments on Malignant glaucoma. 8: 151, April.


KNIGHTON RW, HUANG X-R: Visible and near-infrared imaging of the nerve fiber layer of the isolated rat retina. 8: 31-37, January/February.

PALMBERG P: Recurrent angle-closure glaucoma. 8: 208-211, June.

**JOURNAL OF IMMIGRANT HEALTH**

Lee DJ, Gomez-Marin O, LAM BL, Ma F: Sociodemographic correlates of visual acuity in Hispanic children and adolescents. 1:223-228

**JOURNAL OF NEURO-OPTHALMOLOGY**

LAM BL, Thompson SH: An anisocoria produces a small relative
afferent pupillary defect in the eye with the smaller pupil. 19: 153-159, September.

**JOURNAL OF PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY AND STRABISMUS**

**GONZALEZ C, CHAUDHRY NA:** Use of the Pierse procedure to treat congenital upbeat nystagmus with a chin-up head position. 36: 158-160, May/June.

**RBP] SIMONS BD, SIATKOWSKI RM, SCHIFFMAN JC, FLYNN JT, CAPÓ H, MUÑOZ M:** Surgical technique, visual outcome, and complications of pediatric intraocular lens implantation. 36: 118-128, May/June.

**MEDICAL CARE**

Tobacman JK, **SCOTT IU**, Cyphert S, Zimmerman B: Reproducibility of measures of overuse of cataract surgery by three physician panels. 37: 937-945

**OCULAR IMMUNOLOGY AND INFLAMMATION**

**DAVIS JL:** Differential diagnosis of CMV retinitis. 7(3-4): 159-166.

**DAVIS JL:** Management of CMV retinal detachments in the new era of antiretroviral therapy. 7(3-4): 205-213.

**OCULAR SURGERY NEWS**


**KARP CL:** (Ocular complications of AIDS ... quoted) 17(9): 43, May 1st.

OPHTHALMIC GENETICS


OPHTHALMIC PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY


OPHTHALMIC SURGERY AND LASERS


Chaudhry NA, Flynn HW Jr, Lewis ML: Spontaneous resolution of submacular hemorrhage with marked visual improvement. 30: 670-671, September/October.


OPHTHALMOLOGY


Baudouin C, Pflugfelder SC, Wilson SE: Inflammation: An
underlying pathology of dry eye disease. 106: (after p.1520), August


**RPB** **CHANG WJ, TSE DT, ROSA RH JR, MILLER D**: Periocular atypical mycobacterial infections. 106: 86-90, January


**GREENFIELD DS, SIATKOWSKI RM, GLASER JS, SCHATZ NJ, PARRISH RK II**: Differentiating glaucomatous from nonglaucomatous optic atrophy (Letter). 106: 855, May.


**KARP CL, VANN R**: Reply to letter on Conjunctival intraepithelial neoplasia. 106: 1643, September.

**LAM BL, LIU M, HAMASAKI DI**: Low-frequency damped electroretinographic wavelets in young asymptomatic patients with dominant retinitis pigmentosa; a new electroretinographic finding. 106: 1109-1113, June.

**RPB** **Liu Z, PFLUGFELDER SC**: Corneal surface regularity and the effect of artificial tears in aqueous tear deficiency. 106: 939-943, May.


**MARSH P, PFLUGFELDER SC**: Topical nonpreserved methylprednisolone therapy for keratoconjunctivitis sicca in Sjögren syndrome. 106: 811-816, April

Mistlberger A, Liebmann JM, **GREENFIELD DS**, et al: Heidelberg retina tomography and optical coherence tomography in normal, ocular-hypertensive, and glaucomatous eyes. 106: 2027-
2032, October.


OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA


OPHTHALMOLOGY TIMES


TSENG SCG: Amniotic membrane transplants can fill many needs. 24(5): 6-9, March 1st.
OPTOMETRY AND VISION SCIENCE

STOKKERMANS JTW: Diffuse unilateral subacute neuroretinitis. 76: 444-454, July.

PRACTICAL OPTOMETRY

BUDENZ DL, McSOLEY J: History and examination-driven glaucoma evaluation. 10: 184-190

REFINEMENTS; CLINICAL MODULES FOR TODAY=S OPHTHALMIC TEAM

NEFF AG, LAM BL: Headache: Causes and management. 3(1) January (Section 2 or 2).

RETINA


MURRAY T.G.: Expert opinion for case presentation by Dr. CL Shields for Diagnostic and therapeutic challenges section. 19(1): 72-73.


TABANDEH H, CHAUDHRY NA, SMIDDY WE: Retinal detachment associated with macular hole surgery; characteristics, mechanism, and outcomes. 19(4): 281-286.


REVIEW OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

ALFONSO EC: A better way to do extracap surgery. 6: 119-123, June.

PFLUGFELDER SC: Advancing the diagnosis of dry eye. 6: 79-86, October.
SMIDDY WE: How to make face-down positioning more tolerable. 6: 74-79, August.

REVIEW OF OPTOMETRY

DUNBAR MT: Abnormal vessels key diagnosis. 136: 125-126, July

DUNBAR MT: Asymptomatic patient exhibits unilateral subretinal nodules. 136: 58-59, December

DUNBAR MT: Is HIV to blame for this condition? 136: 150-151, September

DUNBAR MT: Red eye, blurred vision signal diffuse ocular inflammation. 136: 106-107, November

DUNBAR MT: Retinal lesion in a spy=s eye. 136: 110-111, August

SCOPE; NEWSLETTER OF THE SENIOR OPHTHALMOLOGIST INTEREST GROUP (AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OPHTHALMOLOGY)

FLYNN JT: Amblyopia: Its treatment today and its portent for the future. 3(3): 11-12, Fall.

SEMINARS IN OPHTHALMOLOGY


SCOTT IU, SIATKOWSKI RM: Thyroid eye disease. 14: 52-61, June


SIMONS BD: Surgical management of ocular motor cranial nerve palsies. 14: 81-94, June.


YEN MT, LAM BL: Update on hereditary optic neuropathy. 14: 74-80, June

SURVEY OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

ANDERSON DR: Introductory comments on blood flow autoregulation in the optic nervehead and vascular risk factors in glaucoma. 43(Suppl 1): S5-S9, June.

Meller D, TSENG SCG: Grading conjunctivochalasis; reply to letter by DE Eifrig. 44: 94, July-August.


SMIDDY WE, FLYNN H JR: Vitrectomy in the management of diabetic retinopathy. 43: 491-507, May-June

TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY


BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS


TUSA RJ, Herdman SJ: Canalith repositioning for benign

CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


ROSENFELD PJ, Gorin MB: Genetics, pp. 69-80.


TUSA RJ: Dizziness and dysequilibrium, pp. 236-243.


Macular Hole; Pathogenesis, Diagnosis, and Treatment, edited by

SMIDDY WE: Pharmacologic adjuncts and macular hole surgery, pp. 105-114.


GLASER JS: Preface, p. ix

GLASER JS: Neuro-ophthalmologic examination: General considerations and special techniques, pp. 51-74.


GLASER JS: Topical diagnosis: The chiasm, pp. 199-238.


GLASER JS, Sadun AA: Anatomy of the visual sensory system, pp. 75-94.

GLASER JS, SIATKOWSKI RM: Infranuclear disorders of eye movements, pp. 405-460.

Skarf B, GLASER JS: Neuro-ophthalmologic examination: The visual sensory system, pp. 7-49.

SIATKOWSKI RM, GLASER JS: Pediatric neuro-ophthalmology: General considerations and congenital motor and sensory anomalies, pp. 461-487.

Slamovits TL, GLASER JS: The pupils and accommodation, pp. 527-552.


TUSA RJ: The dizzy patient: Disturbances of the vestibular system, pp. 629-645.


ALFONSO EC: Extracapsular cataract extraction, pp. 275-282.


CLAYMAN HM: Evolution and current status of cataract surgery, pp. 250-256.

CLAYMAN HM: Intracapsular cataract extraction, pp. 268-274.


PALMBERG P: Surgery for complications [of glaucoma], pp. 476-491.


PALMBERG P: Mechanisms of glaucoma. Section 12, Chapter 3.

RUBSAMEN PE: Posterior segment trauma. Section 8, Chapter 13.

SMIDDY WE: Vitreomacular traction syndrome. Section 8, Chapter 33.

TANNENBAUM M: Enucleation, evisceration, and exenteration. Section 7, Chapter 16.


TUSA RJ: Diagnosis and management of neuro-otological disorders due to migraine, pp. 298-315.

TUSA RJ: Psychological problems and the dizzy patient, pp. 316-329.

Herdman SJ, TUSA RJ: Assessment and management of benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, pp. 451-475.

DAVIS JL: Infectious chorioretinal inflammatory conditions, pp. 393-415.
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JOURNAL ARTICLES

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


Foster RE, MURRAY TG, BYRNE SF, HUGHES JR, GENDRON BK, EHLIES FJ, NICHOLSON DH: Echographic features of medulloepithelioma. 130: 364-366, September


LIU Z, Carvajal M, Carothers Carraway CA, Caraway KL, PFLUGFELDER SC: Increased expression of the type 1 growth factor receptor family in the conjunctival epithelium of patients with keratoconjunctivitis sicca. 129: 472-480, April.

LUU KKM, SCOTT IU, CHAUDHRY NA, VERM A, DAVIS JL: Intravitreal antiviral injections as adjunctive therapy in the management of immunocompetent patients with necrotizing herpetic retinopathy. 129: 811-813, June.


ROTH DB, SIATKOWSKI RM: Bilateral blindness as the initial presentation of lymphoma of the sphenoid sinus. 129: 256-258, February.


SULKES DJ, SMIDDY WE, FLYNN HW JR, FEUER W: Outcomes of macular hole surgery in severely myopic eyes: a case-control study. 130: 335-339, September.


ARCHIVES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


BENZ MS, SCOTT IU, MURRAY TG, Kramer D, Toledano S: Complications of systemic chemotherapy as treatment for retinoblastoma. 118: 577-578, April.
Budenz DL, Keltner JL, Johnson CA, Quigg JM, Cello KE, Kass MA, Gordon MO; for the Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study Group: Confirmation of visual field abnormalities in the Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study. 118:1187-1194, September.


COREY RP, FLYNN JT: Maternal intrauterine herpes simplex virus infection leading to persistent fetal vasculature. 118: 837-840, June.


TSE DT: A simple maneuver to reposition a subluxated globe. 118:410-411, March.
**BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**


**CANADIAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**

CHODOSH J, MILLER D, YU EY, CULBERTSON WW: Tobramycin-responsive *Fusarium oxysporum* keratitis. 35: 29-30, January/February.

**CLINICAL EYE AND VISION CARE**

DUNBAR MT: Guest editorial. 12: 1, March.


**COMPREHENSIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY UPDATE**

CEBALLOS EM, GEDDE SJ: Bleb Infections after glaucoma filtering surgery. 1:287-292, September-October

GREENFIELD DS, PARRISH RK II: Detection of glaucomatous optic disk progression. 1: 87-96, March–April.

SCOTT IU, MOY CS, MURRAY TG for the COMS Group: Update on the Collaborative Ocular Melanoma Study (COMS) for the comprehensive ophthalmologist. 1: 185-191, May-June.


**CONTACT LENS SPECTRUM**

WINEGAR W: A lens that succeeds where others may fail. Contact Lens Spectrum 15: 34-37, September.

**CORNEA**


CURRENT EYE RESEARCH


EVIDENCE-BASED EYE CARE


FLYNN HW JR, SCOTT IU: Comment on: Foveal relocation by redistribution of the neurosensory retina. 1: 217, July.

PARRISH RK: Comment on: The genetic aspects of adult-onset glaucoma: A perspective from the greater Toronto area. 1: 293, October.

PARRISH RK II: Comment on: Retinal nerve fiber layer thinner in glaucomatous and ocular hypertensive eyes. 1: 153, April.

PEREIRA MB, McCabe CM, FLYNN HW Jr: Comment on: Prognostic factors in ocular injuries caused by intraocular or retrobulbar foreign bodies. 1: 279, October.

RHEE D, PARRISH RK II: Comment on: Methodologic variations in estimating apparent progressive visual field loss in clinical trials of glaucoma treatment. 1: 84-85, January.


SCOTT IU: Comment on: Difference between ophthalmologists’ and patients’ perceptions of quality of life associated with age-related macular degeneration. 1: 307, October.

SCOTT IU: Comment on: Evidence-based analysis of prophylactic treatment of asymptomatic retinal breaks and lattice degeneration, by CP Wilkinson 1: 171, April.

SCOTT IU, FLYNN HW JR: Comment on: Prognostic indicators for vision and mortality in shaken baby syndrome. 1: 239, July.

EYE RESEARCH SEMINAR; RESEARCH TO PREVENT BLINDNESS

EYENET


FRANJA OCULAR


HAREFUH

SOLOMON A, TSENG SCG: Amniotic membrane transplantation for ocular surface diseases. 139: 134-140.

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING


INDIAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

Tseng SCG: Guest editorial: Significant impact of limbal epithelial stem cells. 48: 79-81, June.

INSIGHT; JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF OPHTHALMIC REGISTERED NURSES


INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION


INVESTIGATIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCE

KNIGHTON RW, HUANG X-R: Optical coherence tomography of retinal nerve fiber layer. This is an e-letter, published only on line: http://www.iovs.org


RPB] PARK WC, TSENG SCG: Modulation of acute inflammation and keratocyte death by suturing, blood, and amniotic membrane in PRK. 41: 2906-2914, September.


SOLOMON A, LEE D-Q, LEE S-B, TSENG SCG: Regulation of collagenase, stromelysin, and urokinase-type plasminogen activator in primary pterygium body fibroblasts by inflammatory cytokines. 41: 2154-2163, July.


JOURNAL OF CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY

MILLER D, DAVIS J, ROSA R, DIAZ M, PEREZ E: Utility of tissue culture for detection of Toxoplasma gondii in vitreous humor of patients diagnosed with toxoplasmic retinochoroiditis. 38: 3840-3842, October.

JOURNAL OF GLAUCOMA

GREENFIELD DS: Glaucoma associated with elevated episcleral venous pressure. 9: 190-194, April.


JOURNAL OF NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY

LAM BL, Thompson HS: Reply to letter re: An anisocoria produces a small relative afferent pupillary defect in the eye with the smaller pupil. 20: 65, March.

McCULLEY TJ, LAM BL, Marmor MF, HOFFMAN KB, Luu JK, FEUER WJ: Acute effects of sildenafil (Viagra) on blue-on-yellow and white-on-white Humphrey perimetry. 20: 227-228, December.

PINIELLA AM, SIATKOWSKI RM: Adrenal cortical carcinoma metastatic to the brain in a child. 20: 35-37, March.


JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMIC PHOTOGRAPHY


JOURNAL OF PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY AND STRABISMUS


JOURNAL OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENT AND BLINDNESS


LASERS AND LIGHT IN OPHTHALMOLOGY


LASERS IN SURGERY AND MEDICINE


OPHTHALMIC EPIDEMIOLOGY

CHANG WJ, TSE DT, Bressler KL, Casiano RR, ROSA RH, JOHNSON TE: Diagnosis and management of allergic fungal sinusitis with orbital involvement. 16: 72-74, January.


YEN MT, TSE DT: Sebaceous cell carcinoma of the eyelid and the human immunodeficiency virus. 16: 206-210, May.


HENDERER JD, TANENBAUM M: Excision of multiple eyelid apocrine hidrocysts via an en-bloc lower eyelid blepharoplasty incision. 31: 157-161, March/April.


SCOTT IU, FLYNN HW Jr: Endophthalmitis after cataract surgery in eyes with small pupils managed by sector iridectomy and polypropylene suture closure. 31: 484-486, November/December.

MELLER D, TSENG SCG: Transplantation von Amnionmembran mit oder ohne allogener Limbustransplantation zur Rekonstruktion der kornealen Oberfläche bei Limbusinsuffizienz. 97: 100-107, February.


GONZALES CA, SCOTT IU, CHAUDHRY NA, LUU KM, MILLER D, MURRAY TG, DAVIS JL: Endogenous endophthalmitis caused by Histoplasma capsulatum var. capsulatum; a case report and literature review. 107: 725-729, April.


**OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA**

GREENFIELD DS: Late complications of glaucoma filtration surgery. 13(3): 531-543, September.


PALMBERG P: The failing bleb. 13(3): 517-529, September.


**OPHTHALMOLOGY TIMES**

ANDERSON DR (on behalf of the Collaborative Group): Group studies IOP role in normal-tension glaucoma; Collaborative Normal Tension Glaucoma Study Group seeks consensus. 25(10): 20-21, May 15th.

GEDDE SJ: Tube versus trabeculectomy study enrolling patients. 25(9): 20-24, May 1st.

PALMBERG P: How much glaucoma damage is pressure dependent? 25(22): 16-17, November 15th.

PARRISH RK II: Glaucoma angle: Asking the right questions is key to improving care. 25(18): 8, Sept. 15th.

**PAEDIATRIC AND PERINATAL EPIDEMIOLOGY**


**RETINA**

CHAUDHRY NA, FLYNN HW JR, MURRAY TG, BELFORT A, MELLO M JR: Combined cataract surgery and vitrectomy for recurrent retinal detachment. 20 (3): 257-261

REVIEW OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

CLARKSON J: CRVO a good idea? No, it may do more harm than good. 7: 107-108, October.

FLYNN HW Jr: Ophthalmology’s new century: The retina. 7: 44-48, August.


TRATTLER W: What to know before your launch your website. 7: 41-45, March.

REVIEW OF OPTOMETRY


DUNBAR MT: Retina quiz: Is the flu related to this eye condition? 137: 121-122, February.

DUNBAR MT: Retina quiz: Is this a case of theme park maculopathy? 137: 133-134, March.


DUNBAR MT: Retinal quiz: Mourner laments blurred vision. 137: 112-114, June.

DUNBAR MT: Retinal quiz: Spelunker’s vision is now in the dark. 137: 120-121, September.


DUNBAR MT: Retina quiz: Trying to save one good eye. 137: 111-11, April.


BOOKS


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


Preface, RK Parrish II, p. xviii.

*Diagnostic Examination and Testing in Ophthalmology*, section editor: BL Lam, p.1

Ophthalmic examination, BL Lam, M Caputo, pp. 3-13

Visual field testing, GT Emerick, SJ Gedde, pp. 14-18

Corneal Topography, AJW Huang, pp. 19-24

Clinical visual electrophysiology, BL Lam, M Liu, pp. 25-32

Ultrasonography, EK Gendron, pp. 33-37

Ophthalmic imaging, DS Greenfield, pp. 38-44

*Corneal Disease and Keratorefractive Surgery*, section editor: RK Forster, p. 53

Blepharoconjunctivitis and superficial keratopathy, RK Forster, AJW Huang, OA Cruz, pp. 55-63

Microbial keratitis, E Alfonso, WT Driebe Jr, pp. 71-79

Dystrophies, degenerations, and congenital anomalies of the cornea, MX Wang, RK Forster, pp. 91-98
Complications of refractive surgery, WW Culbertson, MR Grimmett, SC Pflugfelder, T Heigle, pp. 107-114

Ocular surface and tear disorders, SCG Tseng, pp. 115-116

Important concepts for ocular surface health, SCG Tseng, pp. 117-128

Diagnostic strategies for ocular surface and tear disorders, SCG Tseng, SC Pflugfelder, K Tsubota, pp. 120-128.

Dry eye disorders involving external adnexa, SC Pflugfelder, K Tsubota, SCG Tseng, S-H Lee, pp. 129-134

Ocular sensitivity and neurotrophic keratopathy, DT Jones, SCG Tseng, SC Pflugfelder, pp. 135-139

Eyelid blinking and diseases caused by abnormal or excessive blinking, JC Kim, K Tsubota, SCG Tseng, pp. 140-145

Disorders manifesting delayed tear clearance, SCG Tseng, P Prabhasawat, K Tsubota, D Meller, pp. 146-150

Corneal diseases with limbal stem cell deficiency, SCG Tseng, V Puangsricharern, pp. 151-158

Pterygium and ultraviolet light-induced conjunctival disorders, D Tan, SCG Tseng, pp. 159-163

Ocular surface reconstruction, SCG Tseng, RJF Tsai, JC Kim, D Meller, WC Park, RTF Pires, pp. 164-173

Glaucoma, section editor: DL Budenz, p. 175

Optic nerve in glaucoma, FE Fantes, DR Anderson, pp. 177-180

Visual field in glaucoma, DL Budenz, pp. 181-187

Primary open-angle glaucoma and normal-tension glaucoma, SJ Gedde, DL Budenz, DR Anderson, pp. 187-189

Secondary open-angle glaucomas, pp. DL Budenz, SJ Gedde, pp. 189-197

Primary angle-closure glaucomas, DS Greenfield, pp. 198-202

Secondary angle-closure glaucomas, DS Greenfield, FE Fantes, pp. 202-206

Primary infantile glaucomas, DL Budenz, DR Anderson, pp. 206-209

Medical therapy for glaucoma, FE Fantes, DL Budenz, pp. 214-219

Laser therapy for glaucoma, SJ Gedde, pp. 219-223

Complications of glaucoma filtering surgery, RK Parrish II, pp. 224-231

The Lens and Cataract Surgery, section editor: HM Clayman, p. 233

Anatomy, physiology, and pathology of the crystalline lens, WL Clark, SA Calleja, RH Rosa Jr, pp. 235-242
Extracapsular cataract extraction, DT Jones, H Clayman, pp. 242-246

Posterior segment complications of anterior segment surgery, HW Flynn Jr, WE Smiddy, pp. 262-272

Intraocular lenses, J-M Parel, P Chapon, HM Clayman, pp. 273-279

Vitreoretinal Diseases, section editor: HW Flynn Jr, p. 281

Diabetic retinopathy, WE Smiddy, HW Flynn Jr, pp. 283-293

Other retinal vascular diseases: Hypertensive retinopathy, venous and arterial occlusive disease, retinal artery macroaneurysms, sickle cell retinopathy, Coats' disease, juxtafoveal telangiectasis, and Eales disease, IU Scott, HW Flynn Jr, RH Rosa Jr, pp. 293-302

Rhegmatogenous retinal detachment and its precursor lesions, SW Cousins, IU Scott, PE Rubsamen, pp. 303-306

Congenital retinal anomalies, AS Oster, RH Rosa Jr, pp. 307-312

Ocular trauma, NA Chaudhry, HW Flynn Jr, WF Mieler, pp. 313-320

Macular holes, WE Smiddy, pp. 325-333

Age-related macular degeneration, ML Lewis, PJ Rosenfeld, pp. 333-343

Hereditary retinal degenerations, BL Lam, pp. 343-349

Intraocular Inflammation, section editor: JL Davis, p. 351

Signs and symptoms of intraocular inflammation: Diagnosis and complications, JL Davis, pp. 353-359

Posterior uveitis, JL Davis, pp. 360-363

Panuveitis, JL Davis, pp. 363-368

Retinal vasculitis, JL Davis, pp. 368-371

Infectious forms of uveitis, JL Davis, pp. 372-377

Intraocular Tumors, section editor: TG Murray, p. 379

Uveal malignant melanoma, TM Aaberg Jr, HC Boldt, TG Murray, pp. 381-392

Retinoblastoma, IU Scott, R Warman, TG Murray, pp. 393-402

Metastatic ocular tumors, NA Chaudhry, TG Murray, pp. 402-408

Leukemia and lymphoma, H Tabandeh, TG Murray, pp. 409-416

Neuro-Ophthalmology, Section editor: RM Siatkowski, p. 417

Disorders of the optic nerve, RA Brawell, BK Farris, RM Siatkowski, pp. 419-4428
Visual field abnormalities, RA Brawell, BK Farris, RM Siatkowski, pp. 429-436

The pupil, BL Lam, pp. 437-445

Clinical approach to eye movement abnormalities, BD Simons, RM Siatkowski, pp. 445-460

Physiology and pathophysiology of eye movements, RJ Tusa, pp. 460-471

Orbital disease in neuro-ophthalmology, IU Scott, S Falcone, RM Siatkowski, pp. 480-484

*Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus*, section editor: JT Flynn, pp. 503-504

Uveitis in children, A Levada, P Dennehy, J Davis, pp. 515-518

Retinopathy of prematurity, RM Siatkowski, pp. 530-534

Refraction in children, C Howard, pp. 538-543

Esotropic deviations, H Capó, pp. 550-553

Exotropic deviations, M Muñoz, pp. 554-557

Vertical strabismus, JT Flynn, BJ Kushner, pp. 558-562

Adjustable-suture strabismus surgery, TG Saunders, JT Flynn, pp. 576-580

*Oculoplastic Surgery*, section editor: DT Tse, pp. 581-582

Congenital eyelid and lacrimal drainage system anomalies, AG Neff, DT Tse, pp. 583-587

Graves’ ophthalmopathy, DT Tse, pp. 588-598

Diseases of the orbit, TE Johnson, pp. 598-612

Congenital ptosis, BD Simons, DT Tse, pp. 612-620

Eyelid malpositions, M Meldrum, DT Tse, pp. 621-626

Lacrimal system disorders, KR Scott, DT Tse, pp. 627-637

Benign and malignant eyelid lesions, S Gilberg, DT Tse, pp. 638-658


Smiddy WE: The influence and role of vitreoretinal surgery on cataract surgery, pp. 259-267.


Lam BL: Management and prognosis of ophthalmologic function after cavernous sinus surgery, pp. 111-114.

Lam BL: Lid myokymia, p. 438.

Lam BL: Rocky Mountain spotted fever, pp. 67-68

Tse DT: Hypertrichosis (hirsutism), pp. 146-147


Anderson DR, Wilson R: Automated perimetry and glaucomatous field defects, pp. 72-82.


Davis-Lemessy PA, Parrish RK II: Antimetabolites for trabeculectomy: 5-fluorouracil and mitomycin, pp. 354-363.


Tseng, SCG, Lee S-B, Li D-Q: Limbal stem cell deficiency in the pathogenesis of pterygium, pp. 41-55.


Miller D: Ocular infections, pp. 1083-1114.

INTERNET PUBLICATIONS

www.emedicine.com

Rhee DJ, Gedde SJ. Drug Induced Glaucoma.

Scott IU: Carotid-cavernous sinus fistula.

Scott IU: Unilateral glaucoma.

Scott IU, Luu KKM: Pharyngoconjunctival fever.
Scott IU, Luu KKM: Viral conjunctivitis.
BASCOM PALMER EYE INSTITUTE
PUBLICATIONS
2001

Compiled by R. Hurtes

RPB] indicates work supported by Research to Prevent Blindness
FLEB] indicates work supported by the Florida Lions Eye Bank

JOURNAL ARTICLES

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


Guirgis MF, Lam BL, Falcone SF: Optic tract compression from dolichoectatic basilar artery. 132: 283-286, August.


Lim MC, Doe EA, Vroman DT, Rosa RH Jr, Parrish RK II: Late onset lens particle glaucoma as a consequence of spontaneous dislocation of an intraocular lens in pseudoexfoliation syndrome. 132: 261-263, August.


Smiddy WE, Mady M, Anagnoste S: Acrylic intraocular lens placement in conjunction with pars plana vitrectomy. 131: 748-750, June.


**ANALES DEL INSTITUTO BARRAQUER**

Alfonso EC, Tseng SCG: Clinical indications and action mechanisms of amniotic membrane transplantation for ocular surface reconstruction in patients being considered for a keratoprosthesis. 30(1-2): 147-149.


**ARCHIVES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**


Chen PP, Budenz DL, Parrish RK II: Cataract extraction and hypotony after trabeculectomy. (Letter) 119: 783, May.


Ravin TB: Jose Rizal; Philippine national hero and ophthalmologist. 119: 280-284, February.


Vroman DT, Karp CL: Complication from use of alcohol to treat epithelial ingrowth after laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis. 119: 1378-1379, September.


**BIOMATERIALS**


**BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**

**Dubovy SR,** Clark BJ: Palisaded encapsulated neuroma (solitary circumscribed neuroma of skin) of the eyelid: report of two cases and review of the literature. 85: 949-951, August.

**Ellies P,** **Anderson DF,** **Touhami A,** **Tseng SCG:** Limbal stem cell deficiency arising from systemic chemotherapy. (Letter) 85: 373-374, March.

**Solomon A,** **Rosenblatt M,** **Monroy D,** **Ji Z,** **Pflugfelder SC,** **Tseng SCG:** Suppression of interleukin 1α and interleukin 1β in human limbal epithelial cells cultured on the amniotic membrane stromal matrix. 85: 444-449, April.

**Tseng SCG:** Amniotic membrane transplantation for persistent corneal epithelial defect (Editorial). 85: 1400-1401, December.

**COMPREHENSIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY UPDATE**

**Smiddy WE:** Management of posterior chamber intraocular lens dislocation. 2: 1-8, January-February.

**CORNEA**

**RPB** | **Anderson DF,** Prabhasawat P, **Alfonso E,** **Tseng SCG:** Amniotic membrane transplantation after the primary surgical management of band keratopathy. 20: 354-361, May.

**RPB** | **Choi TH,** **Tseng SCG:** In vivo and in vitro demonstration of epithelial cell-induced myofibroblast differentiation of keratocytes and an inhibitory effect by amniotic membrane. 20: 197-204, March.

**Dursun D,** **Piniella AM,** **Pflugfelder SC:** Pseudokeratoconus caused by rosacea. 20: 668-669, August.

**RPB,** **FLEB** | **Hamaoui M,** Tahi H, **Chapon P,** Duchesne B, **Fantes F,** **Feuer W,** **Parel J-M:** Corneal preparation of eye bank eyes for experimental surgery. 20: 217-320, April.

**RPB** | **Liu Z,** Carvajal M, Carothers Carraway CA, **Pflugfelder SC:** Expression of the receptor tyrosine kinases, epidermal growth factor receptor ErbB2, and ErbB3, in human ocular surface epithelia. 20: 81-85, January.
CURRENT OPINION IN OPHTHALMOLOGY


EVIDENCE-BASED EYE CARE


Parrish RK II: Comment on: Autologous conjunctival resurfacing of leaking filtering blebs, by LD Harris, G Yang, RM Feldman, et al. 2: 103, April.

Parrish RK II: Comment on: Twenty-four hour time course of intraocular pressure in healthy and glaucomatous Africans: relation to sleep patterns, by C Noel, M Abdoua, AM Kabo, et al. 2: 154-155, July.


EXPERIMENTAL EYE RESEARCH


EYE


EYE WORLD


EYENET

Dunbar MT: Unfair bashing of optometry. (letter) 5: 8, June.

Fannin LA, Parrish RK II: When push comes to shove in a high-pressure case. 5: 55-56, May.


FLORIDA LIONS EYE BANK ANNUAL REPORT

Dubovy SR: Medical Director’s message, p. 3.


GRAEFE’S ARCHIVE FOR CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL OPHTHALMOLOGY


HIGHLIGHTS OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


HUMAN MOLECULAR GENETICS

INVESTIGATIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCE


JOURNAL OF THE AAPOS


JOURNAL OF CATARACT AND REFRACTIVE SURGERY

Johnson JD, Harissi-Dagher M, Pineda R, Yoo S, Azar DT. Diffuse lamellar keratitis: incidence, associations, outcomes, and a new classification system. 27:1560-1566, October.

membrane matrix in excimer laser photoablation in rabbits. 27: 310-319, February.

**JOURNAL OF GLAUCOMA**


Rhee DJ, Casuso LA, Budenz DL: Retrograde infusion of fluorescein to confirm location and patency of a glaucoma drainage device. 10: 68-70, February.

**JOURNAL OF NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY**

DeToledo JC, David NJ: Innervation of the sternocleidomastoid and trapezius muscles by the accessory nucleus. 21: 214-216, September.


**JOURNAL OF PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY AND STRABISMUS**


**JOURNAL OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENT AND BLINDNESS**


**MEDICAL DECISION MAKING**
Tobacman JK, Scott IU, et al. Comparison of appropriateness ratings for cataract surgery between convened and mail-only multidisciplinary panels. 21:490-497.

**OCULAR SURGERY NEWS**


Puliafito CA: Discussion in: Diagnosis, treatment, and management of choroidal neovascularization in age-related macular degeneration. Monograph August 15.

**OPHTHALMIC EPIDEMIOLOGY**


**OPHTHALMIC PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY**


Eifrig CWG, Chaudhry NA, Tse DT, Scott IU, Neff AG: Lacrimal gland ductal cyst abscess. 17: 131-133, March.


Yen MT, Tse DT: Congenital orbital cyst detected and monitored by prenatal ultrasonography. 17: 443-446, November.

**OPHTHALMIC PRACTICE**


**OPHTHALMIC SURGERY AND LASERS**

Luu KKM, Scott IU, Miller D, Davis JL. Endogenous Pseudallescheria boydii endophthalmitis in a patient with ring-enhancing brain lesions. 32:325-329, July-August

Scott IU, Tanenbaum M, Kay MD, Gould E: Extraocular muscle metastasis 16 years following primary prostate carcinoma. 32: 479-480, November/December.


OPHTHALMOLOGY


OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA


OPHTHALMOLOGY TIMES

Al-Attar L, Rosenfeld P: Woman has decreased vision, photophobia, itching, tearing; examination shows retinal lesions, telangiectasis, right-angle vessels: What is your diagnosis? 26(22): 18-20, November 15.


Murray TG: Early detection is key to retinoblastoma management; advances seen in chemotherapeutic agents, targeting intraocular tissues. 26(12): 9-10, June 15.

Parrish RK II: [Quoted in: Trabeculectomy still favored for long-term IOP control. 26(24): 10-14, December 15]

REFRACTIVE EYE CARE FOR OPHTHALMOLOGISTS


RETINA


REVIEW OF OPTOMETRY

Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Are ankle pain, blur related? And, what are those peculiar lesions on the posterior poles in both eyes? 138: 115-116, June.

Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Film appears as patient reads; How is an unusual lesion related to this 68-year-old’s sudden blurred vision? 138: 95, 97, October.

Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Is grainy picture a diagnostic clue? And, can white spots along the arcade explain the patient’s visual symptoms? 138: 98, 100, August.

Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Lesion has patient off the road. 38: 92-93, July.

Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Missed musicals signal problem; patient’s difficulty in reading TV listings may be the least of her worries. 138: 108-110, May.

Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Name that lesion along the arcade; hazy view complicates diagnosis of what’s causing this patient’s sudden vision loss. 138: 107-108, January.

Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Patient’s vision worsens in weeks; how do you explain the poor acuity and fundus findings in this patient’s right eye? 138:100-101, November.
**Dunbar MT**: Retina quiz: RPE disruption in 7-year-old; does fundus appearance explain this child’s loss of visual acuity? 138: 127-128, March.

**Dunbar MT**: Retina quiz: Subtle findings in posterior pole; angiography confirms the changes, but doesn’t explain their etiology. 138: 97, 99, February.


**Dunbar MT**: What’s new in retinal disease. 138: 77-83, May.

**REVISTA OFTALMOLOGICA VENEZOLANA**


**SPEKTRUM DER AUGENHEILKUNDE**


**VITREORETINAL SURGERY AND TECHNOLOGY**

Flynn HW Jr: Managing the dropped nucleus. 10(2): 1, 9-11, November.


**BOOKS**


BOOK CHAPTERS


Ford JG, Karp CL: Phacoemulsification, pp. 30-49

Ford JG, Karp CL: Surgical complications, pp. 51-67


Neff AG, Neff GW: Hypolipoproteinemia, pp. 339-341.


Galarreta Mira DJ, Yoo SH, Baikoff G, Azar DT: Anterior chamber intraocular lens, pp. 245-255.

Parel J-M, Holden BA: Accommodating intraocular lenses and lens refilling to restore accommodation, pp. 313-324

Yoo SH: Phakic intraocular lens implantation: comparison with keratorefractive surgical procedures, pp. 239-244.


Kronish JW: Entropion, pp. 41-54
Tse DT, Neff AG: Ectropion, pp. 55-66.


Clarkson JG: Central retinal vein occlusion, pp. 1368-1375.


Smiddy WE, Flynn HW Jr: Surgical techniques for the management of dislocated posterior chamber intraocular lens, pp. 239-248.
JOURNAL ARTICLES

ADVANCES IN EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY


AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


RPB] Scott IU, Feuer WJ, Jacko JA: Impact of visual function on computer task accuracy and reaction time in a cohort of patients with age-related macular degeneration. 133: 350-357, March.


Smiddy WE: Reply to letter: Acrylic intraocular lens placement in conjunction with pars plana vitrectomy. 133: 586-587, April.


ANALES DEL INSTITUTO BARRAQUER


ARCHIVES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


Parrish RK II: When does information become medically useful? The role of genetic testing in glaucoma. (Editorial) 120: 1204-1205, September.


[Rosenfeld PJ, writing committee] Treatment of Age-Related Macular Degeneration With Photodynamic Therapy (TP) Study Group: Verteporfin therapy for subfoveal choroidal neovascularization in age-related macular
degeneration; three-year results of an open-label extension of 2 randomized clinical trials -- TAP report no. 5. 120: 1307-1314, October.

**RPB]** Scott IU, Luu KM, David JL: Intravitreal antivirals in the management of patients with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome with progressive outer retinal necrosis. 120: 1219-1222, September.

**RPB]** Verm AM, Scott IU, Davis JL: Necrotizing herpetic retinopathy associated with Ramsay Hunt syndrome. 120: 989-990, July.

Vroman DT, Karp CL: Reply to letter by J. Rowsey "Suture laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis flaps after epithelial ingrowth removal. 120: 1601, November.


**ARQUIVOS BRASILEIROS DE OFTALMOLOGIA**

Norris EJ, Schiffman JC, Palmberg PF, Mello PA: Resultados a longo prazo do uso de drogas antiproliferativas na trabeculectomia primária. 65: 409-413, July-August.

**BIOCHIMICA ET BIOPHYSICA ACTA**


**BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**


Meller D, Pires RTF, Tseng SCG: Ex vivo preservation and expansion of human limbal epithelial stem cells on amniotic membrane cultures. a86: 463-471, April.
CORNEA


CURRENT OPINION IN OPHTHALMOLOGY

Budenz DL: Editor of issue devoted to Glaucoma. 13(2), April.


Greenfield DS: Optic nerve and retinal nerve fiber layer analyzers in glaucoma. 13: 68-76, April.

Palmberg P: How clinical trials results are changing our thinking about target pressures. 13: 85-88, April.


EVIDENCE-BASED EYE CARE


Flynn HW Jr, Noronha RMJ: Comment on “Outcome of phacoemulsification after pars plana vitrectomy.” 3: 183, October.


Parrish RK II: Comment on “Optic disc changes following trabeculectomy: longitudinal and localization of change.” 3: 84-85, April.
Parrish RK II: Comment on: Randomized controlled clinical trial of beta irradiation as an adjunct to trabeculectomy in open-angle glaucoma. 3: 146-147, July.


EXPERIMENTAL EYE RESEARCH


Shestopalov VI, Missey H, Bassnet S: Delivery of genes and fluorescent dyes into cells of the intact lens by particle bombardment. 74: 639-649, May.

EYE RESEARCH SEMINAR; A COMPILATION OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE 16th BIENNIAL SCIENCE WRITERS SEMINAR IN OPHTHALMOLOGY; SPONSORED BY RESEARCH TO PREVENT BLINDNESS.


EYENET


FEBS LETTER


FLORIDA LIONS EYE BANK, ANNUAL REPORT

Dubovy SR: Medical Director’s message, p. 3


FOCAL POINTS: CLINICAL MODULES FOR OPHTHALMOLOGISTS

Alfonso EC: Consultant for “Diagnosis and management of fungal keratitis,” 20(6), June. Discussion, pp. 10-12.

Greenfield DS: Dysfunction glaucoma filtration blebs. 20(4), June.

Rosenfeld PJ: Ocular photodynamic therapy with verteporfin: Clinical trial results and current indications for treatment. 20(12), December.

GERIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY


**HIGHLIGHTS OF OPHTALMOLOGY**

**Alfonso E:** Promising surgical and laser procedures in the management of presbyopia. 30(5); 7-10.

**Anderson DR:** Glaucoma as a deficiency in regulation of blood flow. 30(5): 23-24.


**Karp CL:** Recurrent cornea-conjunctiva cell neoplasia. 30(6): 6.

Highlights of Ophthalmology (International English Edition) 30(6), 2002 includes the following sections from the HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 40th ANNIVERSARY OF THE BASCOM PALMER EYE INSTITUTE.
- Relationship between dry eye and ocular surface diseases.
- Recurrent cornea-conjunctival cell neoplasia.
- New approaches with the amniotic membrane transplant.
- Corneal sensitivity and dry eye following LASIK.

**INVESTIGATIVE OPHTALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCE**


**Espinosa-Heidmann DG, Suner I, Hernandez EP, Frazier WD,** Csaky KG, **Cousins SW:** Age as an independent risk factor for severity of experimental choroidal neovascularization. 43: 1567-1573, May.

**Falsini B, Porciatti V:** Origins of the primate flicker ERG: Distal versus proximal retinal generators. E-Letter March ([http://www.iovs.org](http://www.iovs.org))

**RPB** Grueterich M, Espana E, **Tseng SCG:** Connexin 43 expression and proliferation of human limbal epithelium on intact and denuded amniotic membrane. 43: 63-71, January.
Knighton RW, Huang X-R: Linear birefringence of the central human cornea. 43: 82-86, January.


JAPANESE JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


Qiu H, Fujiwara E, Liu M, Lam BL, Hamasaki DI: Evidence that a-wave latency of the electroretinogram is determined solely by photoreceptors. 46: 426-432, July/August.

JOURNAL OF THE AAPOS

JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY

Chintala SK, Zhang X, Austin JS, Fini ME: Deficiency in matrix metalloproteinase gelatinase B (MMP-9) protects against retinal ganglion cell death after optic nerve ligation. (Prepublication internet access at: http://www.jbc.org/cgi/reprint/M204824200v1.pdf)

JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL OPTICS

Huang X-R, Knighton RW: Linear birefringence of the retinal nerve fiber layer measured in vitro with a multispectral imaging micropolarimeter. 7: 199-204, April.

JOURNAL OF CATARACT AND REFRACTIVE SURGERY


JOURNAL OF GLAUCOMA


JOURNAL OF IMMUNOLOGY


JOURNAL OF NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY

Glaser JS: The golden age of neuro-ophthalmology at the Bascom Palmer Eye Institute. 22: 222-227, September. (Followed by: The Legend of Lawton, by JD Trobe (pp. 228-239) and Noble J. David, MD, reminisces, by JD Trobe (pp. 240-246)

JOURNAL OF NEUROSCIENCE


JOURNAL OF PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY AND STRABISMUS


JOURNAL OF REFRACTIVE SURGERY


KLINISCHE MONATSBLATTER FÜR AUGENHEILKUNDE


MIDDLE EAST JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY


OCULAR IMMUNOLOGY AND INFLAMMATION

Banta JT, Davis JL, Lam BL: Presumed toxoplasmosis anterior optic neuropathy. 10: 201-211, September.

OCULAR SURGERY NEWS

Dubovy S: (Quoted) 20(6): 68, March 15.


**OPHTHALMIC SURGERY AND LASERS**

Berrocal AM, Chen PC, Soukiasian SH: Ultrasound biomicroscopy of corneal hydrops in Terrien’s marginal degeneration. 33: 228-230, May/June


**OPHTHALMOLOGY**

Anderson DR: Discussion of paper: Full-threshold versus Swedish Interactive Threshold Algorithm (SITA) in normal individuals undergoing
automated perimetry for the first time, by RB Schimiti, et al. 109: 2092, November.


**OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINICS OF NORTH AMERICA**


**OPHTHALMOLOGY TIMES**


Mason BL, Murray T: Boy has headaches, difficulty seeing blackboard; exam shows diffuse thickening of choroid, overlying retinal changes, intraretinal hemorrhage. (Bascom Palmer Eye Institute Grand Rounds, edited by CWG Eifrig, M Benz) 27(22): 16-17, November 15.


Palmberg P, participant: Ocular hypertension; what this means to you and your patients. 27(Suppl 4), October 1.

Parrish RK II, moderator: Ocular hypertension; what this means to you and your patients. 27(Suppl 4), October 1.

Puliafito CA: Report on “Retinal analysis: Retinal imaging advancements will guide future treatments,” by staff writer L. Charters & reviewed by Dr. Puliafito. 27(11): 13, June 1.

Interview with Philip J. Rosenfeld, MD, PhD: PDT may aid patients with minimally classic CNV … 27(1): 12-13, January 1.

Song A, Joshi A, Dubovy S, Neff AG: Boy has 1-month history of upper lid edema, erythema. (Bascom Palmer Eye Institute Grand Rounds, edited by R Loo, JE Ysasaga.) 27(16): 16-17, August 15.

Song A, Rosenfeld P: Woman has visual abnormalities after Cesarean section. (Bascom Palmer Eye Institute Grand Rounds, edited by R Loo, JE Ysasaga.) 27(10): 18-19, May 15.

Song A, Yen MT, Anderson RL: Sudden onset: Don’t overlook possible orbital inflammatory pseudotumor; clinical history, ocular exam help differentiate conditions associated with proptosis, pain, red eye. 27(5): 30-31, March 1.


Yoder DM, Culbertson WW: Woman has pain, tearing, headache around left eye; exam shows thin, protuberant corneas OU, plus opaque, edematous cornea OS. (Bascom Palmer Eye Institute Grand Rounds, edited by R Loo, JE Ysasaga.) 27(8): 16-18, April 15.

Yoder DM, Tse DT, Capo H: Woman has history of diplopia, tearing in left eye; motility severely reduced, exam reveals absence of nasal septum, loss of medial orbital wall. (Bascom Palmer Eye Institute Grand Rounds, edited by CWG Eifrig, M Benz) 27(18): 52-54, September 15.

Also:

Late complications of glaucoma surgery: endophthalmitis, blebitis, based on a presentation by Greenfield DS. IN: Surgical Pearls; Glaucoma: Contemporary Issues in Diagnosis and Therapy. 27(Suppl 8): 18-19.

Recognizing the glaucomatous optic nerve and nerve fiber layer: utility in glaucoma diagnosis, based on presentations by: Davis S. Greenfield, Robert N. Weinreb. 27(Suppl 6): 6-7, November 15.

Workup and differential diagnosis of normal-tension glaucoma (NTG), based on presentations by: Davis S. Greenfield, Robert N. Weinreb. 27(Suppl 6): 15-16, November 15.


**OPTICS EXPRESS (Internet Journal)**


**OPTOMETRY**


**OPTOMETRY AND VISION SCIENCE**


**PHYSICS IN MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY**


**REFRACTIVE EYECARE FOR OPHTHALMOLOGISTS**

Alfonso EC, Romano A, Muallem M: Fungal infection following LASIK. 6(8): 28, August.

**RETINA**
**RPB** Benz MS, Scott IU, Flynn HW Jr, Gedde SJ: Retinal detachment in patients with a preexisting glaucoma drainage device; anatomic, visual acuity, and intraocular pressure outcomes. 22: 283-287, June.


[**Rosenfeld P**] Verteporfin roundtable 2000 and 2001 participants, treatment of age-related macular degeneration with photodynamic therapy (TAP) Study Group principal investigators, and verteporfin in photodynamic therapy (VIP) Study Group principal investigators: Guidelines for using verteporfin (Visudyne) in photodynamic therapy to treat choroidal neovascularization due to age-related macular degeneration and other causes. 22: 6-18, February.


**REVIEW OF OPHTHALMOLOGY**

Greenfield DS (Panelist): New paradigm in glaucoma therapy: Targeting the patient. 9(6, Part 2), June.

**Parrish RK II**, panelist: A closer look at OHTS [Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study]. 9(Suppl to #10), October.

**REVIEW OF OPTOMETRY**


Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Cancer patient’s vision declines; there was no history of eye disease, and two new Rxes failed to solve the problem. 139: 101-102, February.

Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Mottling, spicules in the left fundus; are these causing the patient’s visual complaints and constricting his visual field? 139: 105-106; 136, March.
Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Cancer patient has peculiar lesions; What are they, and do they explain her longstanding floaters? 139: 99-100; 118, April.


Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Numerous lesions throughout pole; visual disturbances, vitritis and epiretinal membrane accompany lesions. 139: 91-92, July.

Dunbar MT: Retina Quiz: A troublesome trio of complaints. Why is this patient experiencing blur, distortion and flashes in her left eye? 139: 107, August.


Dunbar MT: Retina quiz: Dilated exam spots macular lesion; would this explain patient’s loss of central vision, or does she just need a need Rx? 139: 95-96, 112, November.

Dunbar MT: Retina Quiz: Why do maculae have disturbances? And what will it take to restore vision to the patient’s left eye? 139: 57-58, December [Case was written by Christa McCleary].

VISION PAN-AMERICA

Alfonso EC, Martínez Remonda N: Facofractura: Cirurgia extracapsular por pequeña incisión. 1: 8-10, December.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY


BOOKS


**BOOK CHAPTERS**


**Cousins SW**, Csaky KG: Immunology of age-related macular degeneration, pp. 27-65.

**Rosenfeld PJ**: Genetics of age-related macular degeneration, pp. 457-491.


**Spector SA, Davis JL**: Cytomegalovirus, pp. 1145-1166.


**Miller D**: *Enterobacteriaceae*, Chapter 93.


**Alfonso EC**: Introduction, p. 283

Eduardo Alfonso was on the committee for this volume, and Drs. Douglas Anderson and Harry Flynn were consultants, along with other members of the faculty who helped write this book.

Joffe L, Smiddy WE, Flynn HW Jr: Posterior segment complications, pp. 204-222


Ocular Trauma; Principles and Practice, edited by F Kuhn, DJ Pieramici. New York, Thieme, 2002.


Gayer S: Anaesthesia management of patients with uveal tract melanoma, pp. 167-179.


Amirikia A, Murray TG: Choroidal melanoma, pp. 199-203.

Anagnoste S: Cystoid macular edema, pp. 211-213.

Anagnoste S: Retinitis, pp. 185-187.


Budenz DL: Persistent choroidal detachment, pp. 119-123.

Chaudhry NA: White dot syndromes, pp. 188-191.

Grajewski AL: Primary infantile glaucoma, pp. 97-100.

Lam BL, Casuso LA: Retinitis pigmentosa, pp. 175-178.

Mady MM, Smiddy WE: Retinal arterial occlusion, pp. 138-140.


Pires RTF, Tseng SCG: Keratoconjunctivitis sicca – dry eye, pp. 31-35.

Scott IU: Suprachoroidal hemorrhage, 217-220.
Shuler MF, Smiddy WE: Endophthalmitis, pp. 214-216.

Smiddy WE: Nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy, pp. 127-129.

Smiddy WE: Diabetic macular edema, pp. 130-133.

Smiddy WE: Proliferative diabetic retinopathy, pp. 134-137.

Smiddy WE: Central retinal vein occlusion, pp. 141-143.

Smiddy WE: Branch vein occlusion, pp. 144-147.


Smiddy WE: Exudative age-related macular degeneration, pp. 152-156.
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